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1 Introduction  

1.1 Site Description 
These documented procedures relate to the activities of Earthline Limited at:  

Hatford Quarry 
Fernham Road 
Hatford 
Faringdon 
Oxfordshire 
SN7 8QJ 
 
National Grid Reference: SU 32930 95600 

The activities and procedures documented in this Environmental Management System 
(EMS) are associated with the operations of the site under Environmental Permit 
EPR/XXXXXXXX.  

1.2 Permit / Authorisations 
The Environmental Permit is provided in Appendix 1. 

1.3 Planning Permissions 
The Planning Permission is provided in Appendix 2.  

1.4 Scope 
The Earthline Limited in-house EMS (not accredited to ISO14001 or similar) describes 
the management system that has been developed to ensure that Earthline Limited sites 
are operated and maintained by technically competent staff and are managed in such a 
way that the impact on the environment is minimised. The management system also 
seeks to provide a framework for minimising the potential for any accidents or incidents, 
which may occur, to impact on the environment.  

1.5 EMS Structure 
The management system is broken down into a series of sections that includes 
authorisations and permissions, permits, policies, procedures, registers and forms.  

To aid navigation of this EMS, Table 1.1 provides documentation references for the 
various sections of the EMS Central Document and Table 1.2 details filing arrangements. 
This Document Control System shall ensure that documents relating to the management 
system can be easily filed and retrieved.  

The documented procedures identify the activities for which environmental 
considerations and hence environmental impacts can be identified and mitigated using 
Environmental Targets to ensure that Earthline Limited meets its Environmental 
Objectives and Policy. 
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The documented procedures are constructed as stand alone reference documents for 
use by staff and contractors. Earthline Limited ensures that these procedures are kept 
up to date in accordance with any changes to the Permit, planning permission, 
appropriate legislation or changes in activities or staff at the site. Only the most up-to-
date version of each procedure is kept in the management system.  

Table 1.1: EMS Central Document 

EMS Central Document Section  Reference Current Version 

Appendix 1 (Permit)   

Environmental Permit dated XXXX XXXX  

Appendix 2 (Planning)   

Planning Permission dated 19/07/1991 HAT/11163/89  

Planning Permission dated 16/09/2013 MW.0153/12  

Planning Permission dated 26/02/2021 MW.0066/19  

Appendix 3 (Policies)   

Environmental Policy PO1  

Appendix 4 (Procedures)   

Site Operation PR1 1 

Inspection & Maintenance Procedures PR2 1 

Waste Acceptance Procedures  PR3 1 

Auditing Procedures PR4 1 

Training Procedures  PR5 1 

Environmental Monitoring Procedures  PR6 1 

Health and Safety Procedures PR7 1 

Complaints Procedures PR8 1 

Accident, Incident and Emergency Procedures PR9 1 

Fire Procedures PR10 1 

Oil / Fuel Spill Procedures PR11 1 

Appendix 5 (Registers)   

Inspection/ Maintenance Register RG1 1 

Waste Carrier Registration Details Register RG2 1 

Environmental Monitoring Register RG3 1 

COSHH Substance Register RG4 1 

Appendix 6 (Master Copy Forms)   

Incident Report Form FM1 1 

Infrastructure and Plant Inspection Form FM2 1 
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EMS Central Document Section  Reference Current Version 

Plant Use Record Form FM3 1 

Waste Carrier Exemption Declaration Form FM4 1 

Site Inspection Check List and Record Form FM5 1 

Audit Form FM6 1 

Training Record / Form  FM7 1 

Personal Development Review FM8 1 

Risk Assessment Form FM9 1 

COSHH Assessment  FM10 1 

Appendix 7 (Environmental Objectives and 
Implementation Plan) 

  

Appendix 8 (Annual audits)   

Appendix 9 (Management Plans)   

 

Once the forms and registers, cross referenced in Table 1.1, have been filled out they 
will be stored in either the Site Office folder or the Head Office folder as referenced in 
Table 1.2. 

The folders are used to keep documentation that requires continual updating. One Site 
Office folder and one Head Office folder is to be used per year. The Central EMS folder 
is a third folder to be kept at the Head Office (Hangers L6-7, Wroughton Airfield, Swindon, 
SN4 0QZ). This shall contain the EMS Central Document and master copies of forms 
and registers.  
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Table 1.2: Filing Arrangements 

Document Folder 

EMS Central Document Central EMS folder 

Completed Infrastructure and Plant Inspection 
Form (FM2) 

Site Office folder 

Completed Plant Use Record Form (FM3) Site Office folder 

Completed Waste Carrier Exemption Declaration 
Form (FM4) 

Site Office folder 

Completed Site Inspection Check List and 
Record Form (FM5) 

Site Office folder 

General Correspondence Head Office folder 

Environment Agency (EA) Inspection reports Head Office folder 

Groundwater Monitoring Reports Head Office folder 

Landfill Gas Monitoring Reports Head Office folder 

Completed Incident Report Form (FM1) Head Office folder 

Completed Audit Form (FM6) Head Office folder 

Completed Training Record / Form (FM7) Head Office folder 

Completed Personal Development Review (FM8) Head Office folder 

Completed Risk Assessment Form (FM9) Head Office folder 

Completed COSHH Assessment (FM10) Head Office folder 
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2 Organisation, Responsibilities and Management 

2.1 Management Structure 
The overall responsibility for the development, maintenance and review of the EMS lies 
with the Site Operator / Technically Competent Person, Philip Coplestone, Director of 
Earthline Limited.  

It is the responsibility, supported by effective training and education, of all employees of 
Earthline Limited to act in accordance with this EMS and the procedures set out within 
it. All employees shall carry out their duties and activities in a manner which is supportive 
of Earthline Limited’s Environmental Policy (PO1) and Health and Safety Procedures 
(PR7). 

In addition, contractors entering and operating on the site have a responsibility to act in 
accordance with all relevant procedures. All contractors operating at the site are 
expected to be aware of and briefed on relevant procedures. It is the responsibility of the 
Site Operator / Technically Competent Person to ensure that this is done. Contractors 
include: 

 Drivers delivering waste material to the tipping face 
 Contractors carrying out environmental monitoring activities 
 Contractors carrying out maintenance and construction works at the site 
 

Figure 1 shows the organisational arrangement of operations at the site. 

The site shall be managed by the Technically Competent Person with assistance from 
the Site Manager in accordance with the site’s Permit and documented operational 
procedures. The operational procedures shall include appropriate technical, company, 
environmental and operational practices. Operational procedures are contained within 
Appendix 4. As part of the annual EMS review the site operational procedures shall be 
reviewed and amended as deemed necessary.  

A record of the operational activities at the site shall be kept for each day that the site is 
operational (e.g. Monday-Saturday). This record shall be kept in the Site Diary. The Site 
Diary should also record any accidents, incidents or complaints. The diary entries should 
cross reference (by date) with a corresponding incident form (FM1).  

2.2 Contact Details 

Contact Name Telephone Number 

Technically Competent 
Person 

XXXX 

 

 

Office XXXX 

Mobile XXXX 

 

Site Manager XXXX Site XXXX                     

Mobile XXXX 
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Figure 1: Site organisational arrangement 

 

 

Technically Competent 
Person

Administrative Staff 
((based at Head Office)

Site Manager (day to day 
management including 

waste acceptance and site 
walkover inspections)

Site Plant Operators
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3 Policies 

Earthline Limited recognises its responsibilities with respect to the environment and as 
such, where possible and practical, will undertake management of the site in a manner 
that minimises its impact on the environment. 

In order to help achieve this, Earthline Limited has implemented an Environmental Policy 
and a Health and Safety Policy. 

The Environmental and Health and Safety Policies shall be reviewed on an annual basis 
as part of the EMS review.  

The Environmental Policy is referenced as PO1. This can be found in Appendix 3. 
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4 Audit / Site Inspection Register  

Earthline Limited undertakes internal auditing and site inspections to ensure that 
activities are carried out in compliance with the environmental policy and programme 
and to ensure that environmental issues are incorporated into any operational, 
maintenance or management changes at the site.  

There is no external auditing undertaken at the site however management will select a 
fit and proper person for a particular audit/site inspection and the findings are reported 
to senior management.  

The auditing process will be monitored by maintaining an Audit Programme (Table 4.1) 
undertaken annually in compliance with the auditing procedure (PR4). Additional 
unscheduled audits will be undertaken in the event of:  

 Senior Management request 
 Possible or suspected system failure 
 An accident or incident at the site (if deemed necessary).  

 

Table 4.1: Audit Programme 

Audit  Frequency Responsibility 

Daily Site Inspection / Site Diary Daily Nominated Person 

Operating Procedures Audit Annual Nominated Person 

EMS Audit Annual  Nominated Person 

Environmental Audit Annual Nominated Person 

Health & Safety Audit Annual  Nominated Person 

Maintenance Systems Audit Annual Nominated Person 

Training Audit Annual  Nominated Person 
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5 Environmental Impacts & Emissions Identification & 
Evaluation 

Table 5.1 details the environmental impacts associated with the site and the control 
measures and technologies in place to mitigate these impacts. The table also shows 
where the relevant procedures outlining the control measures can be located. Each 
impact is also evaluated so that environmental improvements, as a result of the EMS, 
can be tracked. This table is to be reviewed annually or upon a change in operation at 
the site. 

Table 5.1: Environmental Impacts & Emissions Identification & Evaluation  

Impact / Emission Control Measures Relevant Procedure Impact Rating 

Impact upon 
groundwater 

Placement of geological 
barrier  

See Permit and PR1 

Low  Waste Acceptance 
Procedures 

PR3 

 Monitoring &  EA Reporting PR6 

Landfill Gas Monitoring & EA Reporting PR6 Low 

Waste Deposition Waste Acceptance 
Procedures 

PR3 Low 

Dust  Monitoring & bowser if 
required. Operations to 
cease in event of high 
wind/dust 

PR1 

Dust Emissions 
Management Plan 
(Appendix 9 of EMS) 

Low 

Mud / Debris Wheel wash & visual 
inspections 

PR1 Low 

Noise  Monitoring if required  PR1 

Noise Impact Assessment 
and Management Plan 
(Appendix 9 of EMS) 

Very Low 

Pests, Birds and 
Other Scavengers 

Will be considered with EA 
if required 

PR1 Very Low 

Litter Will be considered with EA 
if required 

PR1 Very Low 

Fire Documented Procedure PR10 Very Low 

Oil / Fuel Spills Documented Procedure PR10 Very Low 
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6 Environmental Objectives and Implementation Plan 

The Technically Competent Person shall, in consultation with the site manager, other 
relevant employees and information available, set Environmental Objectives / Targets on 
an annual basis. The objectives should specifically address environmental emissions and 
impacts associated with the site.  

A plan should then be formulated to implement these objectives, to ensure that they are 
achieved and to ensure that any impacts are appropriately mitigated.  

The object of the plan is to ensure that the site continually improves with regard to its 
Environmental Management. The plan shall be kept in Appendix 7. 
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7 Environmental Management System Review Process 

An EMS review meeting should be held annually between the site manager and Technically 
Competent Person to review the EMS and to agree any required improvements to control 
and mitigate environmental impacts and emissions. An implementation plan for any 
improvements should be identified and the next year’s objectives and targets should be 
agreed and noted.  

Once improvements and changes have been agreed the Technically Competent Person 
shall incorporate any revisions into the revised EMS. This will include revised targets and 
objectives for the following year.  

It is the responsibility of the Technically Competent Person to ensure that any 
improvements identified are implemented.  

Prior to the annual EMS review the administrative staff shall compile the relevant forms, 
audit reports, observations and records as required by the relevant EMS procedures for the 
site manager and the Technically Competent Person to undertake the review. This meeting 
will cover the following items:  

 Minutes of Last Meeting; 
 Review of EMS Performance – Audit Results, Training, Incident / Complaints, 

Environmental Compliance and overall performance; 
 Review of Environmental Emissions & Impacts Identification and Evaluation;  
 Review of Environmental Objectives Progress;  
 Legislation Requirements Review; 
 Review of Environmental Policy and Health and Safety Policy; 
 EMS Review; 
 List of Actions. 
 

The meeting shall be minuted and all actions arising must be clearly noted and assigned to 
someone who will be responsible for ensuring that actions are carried out within an agreed 
timescale. The minutes will be distributed to the site manager and Technically Competent 
Person and filed in Appendix 8. Objectives and targets will be filed in Appendix 7 as detailed 
in Section 6 of this document. 
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Application No: P19/V1817/CM OCC Ref: MW.0066/19

OXFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

County Planning Authority

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE) 

(ENGLAND) ORDER 2015

To: Hatford Quarry Ltd
 The Upper Lime Kiln Works
 Ogbourne St George
 Nr Marlborough
 Wiltshire
 SN8 1TD

CONDITIONAL PLANNING PERMISSION

In an application dated 28.06.2019 you applied for planning permission for development 
comprising:

Extraction of mineral and restoration to agriculture and nature conservation by infilling with 
imported inert materials at Land to the west of Hatford Quarry, Fernham Road, Hatford, 
Faringdon, SN7 8JQ

The OXFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL as County Planning Authority hereby PERMIT
PLANNING PERMISSION for this development SUBJECT TO the conditions in the 
attached Schedule 1

The reasons for the imposition of the conditions are as set out in the attached Schedule 1.

The relevant Development Plan policies are set out in attached Schedule 2.

Assistant Director for Strategic Infrastructure and Planning

Dated: 26th February 2021

YOUR ATTENTION IS DRAWN TO THE NOTES OVERLEAF



IMPORTANT

• The submitted environmental information was taken into consideration in making this 
decision. 

Appeals to the Secretary of State

• If you are aggrieved by the decision of the County Planning Authority to refuse 
permission for the proposed development or to grant it subject to conditions, then you 
can appeal to the Secretary of State under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning 
Act 1990.

• If you want to appeal, then you must do so within six months of the date of this notice, 
however if an enforcement notice is served relating to the same or substantially the same 
land and development as in your application and if you want to appeal against the County 
Planning Authority’s decision on your application then you must do so within: 28 days of 
the date of service of the enforcement notice, or within 6 months of the date of this notice, 
whichever period expires earlier using a form which you can get from the Secretary of 
State at Temple Quay House, 2 The Square, Temple Quay, Bristol. BS1 6PN (Tel: 0303 
444 5000) or online at: https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate

• The Secretary of State can allow a longer period for giving notice of an appeal, but he 
will not normally be prepared to use this power unless there are special circumstances, 
which excuse the delay in giving notice of appeal.

• The Secretary of State need not consider an appeal if it seems to him that the local 
planning authority could not have granted planning permission for the proposed 
development or could not have granted it without the conditions they imposed, having 
regard to the statutory requirements, to the provisions of any development order and to 
any directions given under a development order.

• In practice, the Secretary of State does not refuse to consider appeals solely because 
the local planning authority based their decision on a direction given by him.

• If you intend to submit an appeal that you would like examined by inquiry then you 
must notify the Local Planning Authority and Planning Inspectorate 
(inquiryappeals@planninginspectorate.gov.uk) at least 10 days before submitting the 
appeal. Further details are on GOV.UK.



Purchase Notices

• If either the County Planning Authority or the Secretary of State refuses permission to 
develop land or grants it subject to conditions, the owner may claim that he can neither 
put the land to a reasonably beneficial use in its existing state nor render the land capable 
of a reasonably beneficial use by the carrying out of any development which has been 
or would be permitted.

• In these circumstances, the owner may service a purchase notice on the Council of the 
District in whose area the land is situated.  This notice will require the Council to purchase 
his interest in the land in accordance with the provisions of Part VI of the Town and 
Country Planning Act 1990.



Application No: P19/V1817/CM OCC Ref: MW.0066/19

Schedule 1

Time limit for commencement

1. The development to which this permission relates shall be begun not later than

three years from the date of this decision notice.  The Mineral Planning Authority 

shall be notified in writing of the date of commencement within 7 workings days of 

that date.

Reason:  In accordance with Sections 91 to 95 of the Town and County Planning Act 

1990 as amended by section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

Approved Details and Drawings

2. The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the particulars of 

the development, plans and specifications contained in the application except as 

modified by conditions of this permission. 

The approved plans and particulars comprise:

• Site location plan, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 1, 

Version: A, Date: 05.06.2019

• General phasing and direction of working and extent of mineral extraction 

area, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 2, Version: B, Date: 

16.01.2020

• Topographic Survey, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 3, 

Version: A, Date: 05.06.2019

• Borehole location plan, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 4, 

Version: B, Date: 28.06.2019

• Regional Geological Setting, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing 

number: 5A, Version: A, Date: 05.06.2019

• Local Geological Setting, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 

5B, Version: A, Date: 05.06.2019

• Inferred contours on the base of the Highworth Limestone Member, Drawing 

Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 6, Version: A, Date: 12.06.2019

• Inferred pre-development groundwater contours, Drawing Ref: 

HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 7, Version: A, Date: 12.06.2019

• Quarry development - Phase 1, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing 

number: 9, Version: C, Date: 21.10.2020

• Quarry development - Phase 2, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing 

number: 10, Version: C, Date: 29.10.2020

• Quarry development - Phase 3, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing 

number: 11, Version: C, Date: 29.10.2020



• Quarry development - Phase 4, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing 

number: 12, Version: B, Date: 16.01.2020

• Cross Sections, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 13, 

Version: B, Date: 28.06.2019

• Environmental receptors within 5km of the Application Site, Drawing Ref: 

HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 14, Version: A, Date: 05.06.2019

• Landscape proposals, Drawing Ref: 2735-5-2, Drawing number: DR-0001, 

Status: S4-P4 (Rev P5), Date: 19/12/2018

• Application Form dated 28.06.2019

• Hatford Quarry Extension Report on Mineral Resources and Quarry 

Development (GWP Consultants, HATFEXT, Report number 190602, V.01, 

12.06.2019)

• Planning Statement “Volume 1: Planning Statement: Proposed Extraction of 

Mineral and Restoration to Agriculture and Nature Conservation by Infilling 

with Imported Inert Materials”, Report number 001, Job number 

HAT/022/PA001, issued 25.06.2019

• Environmental Statement “Volume 2: Environmental Statement: Proposed 

Extraction of Mineral and Restoration to Agriculture and Nature Conservation 

by Infilling with Imported Inert Materials”, Report number 002, Job number 

HAT/022/PA001, issued 25.06.2019) including:

• Flood Risk, Hydrology and Hydrogeology - GWP Consultants LLP
• Landscape and Visual Impact - David Jarvis Associates Ltd
• Ecology – Malford Environmental Consulting
• Cultural Heritage - John Moore Heritage Services
• Highways and Traffic - MJA Consulting
• Noise - Walker Beak Mason
• Air Quality and Dust - DustScan Ltd
• Agricultural Land and Soils - Askew Land & Soil Ltd
• Arboriculture – Conservation Contractors

• Environmental Statement Further information (reference 

HAT/022/PA001/L003, dated 30.01.2020) including:

• Appendix A (GWP Consultants LLP letter dated 17th September 
2019), 

• Appendix B (Addendum to the Air Quality and Dust Assessment, 
DustscanAQ, January 2020, Dust Management Plan, DustScanAQ, 
January 2020), 

• Appendix D (Askew Land and Soil Ltd letter, 3rd December 2019)

• Non Technical Summary “Volume 3: Non-Technical Summary: Proposed 
Extraction of Mineral and Restoration to Agriculture and Nature Conservation 
by Infilling with Imported Inert Materials”, Report number 003, Job number 
HAT/022/PA001, issued 25.06.2019



• Written Scheme of Investigation for Archaeology (John Moore Heritage 
Services, project number 4175, site code HASL 20, dated September 2019).

Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out as proposed and to protect 

local amenity (OMWCS Policy C5).

Time limit

3. Extraction of minerals shall cease by the date six years from the date of 

commencement as notified pursuant to condition 1 and the buildings, plant and 

machinery to which this permission relates shall be removed and restoration in 

accordance with the approved plans including drawing Landscape Proposals, 

Drawing Ref: 2735-5-2, Drawing number: DR-0001, Status S4-P4 (Rev P5) shall be 

completed by the date seven years from the date of commencement.

Reason:  To ensure that the development is carried out as proposed, to protect local 

amenity (OMWCS Policy C5) and that restoration takes place within a reasonable 

timescale (OMWCS Policy M10).

4. The extraction of mineral shall not be carried out other than in association with the 

use of  the processing plant, silt ponds, stocking areas and access within the area 

marked in blue on approved Site location plan (Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, 

Drawing number: 1, Version: A, Date: 05.06.2019) as permitted by planning 

permission no. MW.0062/20 (P20/V1511/CM). 

Reason: To ensure that the development can be carried out as proposed and that 

mineral can be processed at the adjacent existing processing site, minimising traffic 

impacts (OMWCS Policy C5).

Archaeology
5. The development shall not be carried out other than in accordance with the Written 

Scheme of Investigation for Archaeology (John Moore Heritage Services, project 

number 4175, site code HASL 20, dated September 2019).

Reason - To safeguard the recording of archaeological matters within the site in 

accordance with the NPPF (2018).

6. Prior to the commencement of the development a staged programme of 

archaeological investigation shall be carried out by the commissioned 

archaeological organisation in accordance with the approved Written Scheme of 

Investigation (John Moore Heritage Services, project number 4175, site code HASL 

20, dated September 2019). The programme of work shall include all processing, 

research and analysis necessary to produce an accessible and useable archive and 

a full report for publication which shall be submitted to the Minerals Planning 

Authority within 2 years of the completion of the on-site archaeological 

investigations.



Reason - To safeguard the recording of archaeological matters within the site in 

accordance with the NPPF (2018).

Biodiversity 
7. Prior to the commencement of site clearance work a barrier fence shall be erected 

along the eastern edge of the woodland no less than 10 metres from the outer edge 

of the trunk of the eastern most tree. The fence shall be retained in-situ and intact 

for the duration of the works. No excavations or vehicle movements shall take place 

between the exclusion fence and the woodland. 

Reason: To protect trees and woodland to be retained (OMWCS Policy C7).

8. No development shall take place, including ground works and vegetation clearance, 

until a Biodiversity Monitoring and Remediation Strategy has been submitted to, 

and approved in writing by the Minerals Planning Authority. 

The content of the Strategy shall include the following. 

• Aims and objectives of monitoring; 

• Identification of adequate baseline conditions prior to the start of 

development;

• Appropriate success criteria, thresholds, triggers and targets against which 

the effectiveness of the various conservation measures being monitored can 

be judged; 

• Methods for data gathering and analysis; 

• Location of monitoring; 

• Timing and duration of monitoring; 

• Responsible persons and lines of communication; and 

• Review, and where appropriate, publication of results and outcomes. 

For the duration of the development, a report describing the results of monitoring shall 

be submitted to the Minerals Planning Authority at intervals identified in the strategy. 

The report shall also set out (where the results from monitoring show that 

conservation aims and objectives are not being met) how contingencies and/or 

remedial action will be identified, agreed with the Mineral Planning Authority, and then 

implemented so that the development still delivers the fully functioning biodiversity 

objectives of the originally approved scheme. The monitoring strategy shall be 

implemented in accordance with the approved details. 

Reason: To ensure the proposed development delivers the biodiversity outcomes by 

identifying baseline conditions and success criteria for the site and undertaking 

monitoring to determine whether any conservation actions have been ineffective, 

leading to failure (in full or part) to achieve stated conservation objectives, and to 

identify remedial measure required to ensure that biodiversity outcomes comply with 

the originally approved scheme (OMWCS Policy M10 and C7).

9. No development shall take place (including ground works or vegetation clearance) 

until an Environmental and Ecological Management Plan (EMP) has been 



submitted to and approved in writing by the Minerals Planning Authority. The EMP 

shall include the following: 

• Risk assessment of all activities that may be damaging to protected species 

(including badger and brown hare); 

• Details on how all the ecological features will be created and managed. 

• Detailed specifications for new planting and wildlife features, such as log 

piles and artificial roost features for bats and birds, which will be provided;

• Identification of “biodiversity protection zones”; 

• Practical measures (both physical measures and sensitive working practices) 

to avoid or reduce impacts (this may be provided as a set of method 

statements); 

• Timing and scope of additional protected species surveys if required; 

• Lighting scheme and safeguards for light-sensitive wildlife; 

• No soil storage mounds should extend into root protection zones of hedges 

or trees; 

• The location and timing of sensitive works to avoid harm to biodiversity 

features (such as badger, brown hare and nesting birds); 

• The times when specialist ecologists need to be present on site to oversee 

works; 

• Responsible persons, roles and lines of communication; 

• The role and responsibilities on site of an ecological clerk of works (ECoW) 

or similarly competent person; and 

• Use of protective fences, exclusion barriers and warning signs. 

The approved EMP shall be adhered to and implemented throughout the extraction 

operation strictly in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To ensure that the does not result in a loss of biodiversity (OMWLP PE5, 

OMWCS M10 and C7 and NPPF paragraphs 170, 174 - 177).

10.No works of site clearance or development shall take place in any of the phases as 

shown on the approved phasing plan until a pre-commencement walkover survey 

has been undertaken in respect of badger and other protected species, and the 

results submitted to and approved in writing by the Minerals Planning Authority. Any 

mitigation measures that are approved shall be fully implemented and no work shall 

take place other than in accordance with the approved mitigation proposals. No 

more than two years shall elapse between the date of the protected species 

surveys and commencement of development in the relevant phases. 

Reason: To ensure that the does not result in a loss of biodiversity (OMWCS C7 and 

NPPF paragraphs 170, 174 - 177).

11.Prior to the commencement of extraction in phase 1, bunding shall be in place as 

shown on approved drawing Quarry development - Phase 1, Drawing Ref: 

HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 9, Version: C, Date: 21.10.2020. The bund shall 

remain in place until infilling of Phase 1 is complete.  Prior to the commencement of 

extraction in phase 2, bunding shall be in place as shown on approved drawing 



Quarry development - Phase 2, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 

10, Version: C, Date: 29.10.2020. The bunds shall remain in place until infilling of 

Phase 3 is complete as shown on approved drawing Quarry development - Phase 

3, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing number: 11, Version: C, Date: 

29.10.2020. The material stored therein shall then be used in the final restoration 

works.  

Reason: To protect the amenity of residents within the Hideaway and Tagdown Barn 

(OMMCS Policy C5)

Development Stage

Phased Working
12. Working and restoration shall be carried out in four main phases as shown on the 

approved phasing and restoration plans set out in condition 2. 

Reason: To ensure the site is worked and restored in an orderly manner (OMWCS 

Policy M10).

Hours of Operation 
13.No operations authorised by this permission, including vehicles entering or leaving 

the site, shall take place except between the following times:

• 07.00 to 18.00 Monday to Friday

• 07.00 to 13.00 on Saturdays

No operations shall take place on Sundays or on Bank or Public holidays. 

No extraction of limestone shall take place except between 7.30 and 18.00 hours 

Monday to Friday. The breaker shall not be used except between 08.00 and 18.00 

hours Monday to Friday.

Reason:  To protect the amenities of local residents and visitors to the area (OMWCS 

Policy C5).

Lighting
14.No additional external lighting shall be erected at the site.

Reason:  To protect the amenities of local residents and visitors to the area 

(OMWCS Policy C5).

Noise 
15.No reversing bleepers or other means of audible warning of reversing vehicles shall 

be fixed to or used on any vehicle operating on the site, other than those which use 

white noise. 

Reason:  To protect the amenities of local residents and visitors to the area 

(OMWCS Policy C5).



16.All vehicles, plant and machinery operated within the site shall be serviced and 

maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and, where silencers 

are specified by the manufacturer for any vehicles, plant or machinery they shall be 

installed and retained in use.

Reason: To protect the local residents in Tagdown Barn, the Hideway and other 

nearby properties from noise nuisance and reduce the risk of fuel spillage (OMWCS 

C5)

17.Except for temporary operations, the free field Equivalent Continuous Noise Level 

LAeq, T, at the noise sensitive premises nearest to the extraction site, due to 

operations in the site, shall not exceed the relevant criterion limit specified below at 

each nominated dwelling. The relevant criterion levels are as follows:

Location Limit
The Hideaway, Sandy Lane 51dB LAeq, 1 hour freefield
Woodlands, Sandy Lane 51 dB LAeq, 1 hour freefield
Manorhouse Farm, Hatford 49 dB LAeq, 1 hour freefield
Chinham Farm 52 dB LAeq, 1 hour freefield
Tagdown Barn 51 dB LAeq, 1 hour freefield

The operator shall monitor the noise levels at the five locations, at six monthly 
intervals and upon request, submit the results to the Minerals Planning Authority.

Reason: To safeguard the amenity of the area and local residents. (OMWCS Policy 
C5).

18.For temporary operations of soil stripping, bund formation and restoration, the free 

field noise level due to work at the nearest point to each dwelling shall not exceed 

70 dB LAeq, 1 hour freefield. Temporary operations which exceed the normal day to 

day criterion shall be limited to a total of eight weeks in any twelve months period. 

Prior notice shall be given to residents and to the Minerals Planning Authority 

before temporary operations commence.

Reason: To safeguard the amenity of the area and local residents (OMWCS Policy 
C5)

Dust
19.The development shall be carried out in accordance with the Dust Monitoring and 

Management Plan (Appendix C of the DustScan AQ “Addendum to Air Quality and 
Dust Assessment for Hatford Quarry”, dated January 2020).

Reason:  To protect the amenities of local residents and visitors to the area 

(OMWCS Policy C5).

Water
20.Throughout the period of working, restoration and aftercare, the operator shall take 

all reasonable steps to ensure that drainage from areas adjoining the site is not 

impaired or rendered less efficient by the permitted operations. The operator shall 

take all reasonable steps, including the provision of any necessary works, to 



prevent damage by erosion, silting or flooding and to make proper provision for the 

disposal of all water entering, arising on or leaving the site during the permitted 

operations. 

Reason: To ensure that drainage in the area is not impaired and the development 

does not harm the water environment (OMWCS Policies C3 and C4).

21.The development shall be carried out in accordance with the following information: 

• Section 12.1.1 of the Hydrogeological Environmental Impact and Flood Risk 

Assessment reference 190601 v.02 dated 27 June 2019 

• Section 4 of the Water Related Responses to The Environment Agency 

reference 190826 v.03 dated 05/09/19. 

These mitigation measures shall be fully implemented prior to occupation and 

subsequently in accordance with the scheme’s timing/phasing arrangements. The 

measures detailed above shall be retained and maintained thereafter throughout the 

lifetime of the development.

Reason: To ensure that the proposed development does not harm the water 

environment (Paragraph 170 NPPF, OMWCS Policies C3 and C4).

HGVs and site vehicles
22.Sole access to the quarry shall be via the existing access onto the B4508/Fernham 

Road as shown on the Site location plan, Drawing Ref: HATFEXT1905A, Drawing 
number: 1, Version: A, Date: 05.06.2019.

Reason: In the interests of highway safety (OMWCS Policy C10) and to protect the 

amenities of local residents and visitors to the area (OMWCS Policy C5).

23.All internal site haul roads shall be maintained in a condition free from potholes 

while in use and shall be removed when no longer required or during the course of 

site restoration, whichever is the sooner. 

Reason: In the interest of amenities of locality (OMWCS Policy C5) and to enable a 

high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

24.Sections of haul road formed to a level higher than one metre below the final 

restoration level shall be removed before overburden and soils are respread. All 

sections of haul road shall be ripped before being covered with overburden and 

soils during restoration. 

Reason: In the interest of amenities of locality (OMWCS Policy C5) and to enable a 

high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).



25.No vehicle shall leave the site unless its wheels are clear of mud and debris. To this 

end, wheel washing facilities shall be provided and used by vehicles leaving the site 

if necessary to comply with this requirement.

Reason: To prevent mud and debris being tracked on the public highway and in the 

interests of highway safety (OMWCS Policy C10).

26.No loaded vehicles shall leave the site unsheeted. 

Reason: In the interests of highway safety (OMWCS Policy C10).

27.There shall be no more than 92 two-way (46 in and 46 out) Heavy Goods Vehicle 

movements to and from the site per day.

Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out as proposed and to protect 

local amenity (OMWCS Policy C5).

28.From the date of the implementation of this permission the operator shall maintain 

records of the vehicle movements to and from the quarry; such records shall 

contain the vehicle’s registration number along with the name of the company to 

which the vehicle belongs and the time and date of the movement. Those records 

shall be made available to the Mineral Planning Authority at any time upon request.

Reason: In order that the Mineral Planning Authority can monitor the traffic 

movements to and from the site and to protect the amenities of local resident 

(OMWCS Policy C5).

Soils (Submission of information)
29.Before topsoils and subsoils are stripped on each phase, or part phase, a Scheme 

of Soil Movement shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral 

Planning Authority. Such scheme shall:

a) Be submitted two months prior to the expected commencement of soil 

stripping.

b) Where subsoils are not to be retained, identify those soils and soil 

substitutes intended to be used in their place.

c) Identify clearly the origin, intermediate and final locations of soils for use in 

the restoration, as defined by soil units, together with details balancing the 

quantities, depths, and areas involved.

Reason: To prevent loss of soils and to protect restoration materials to enable a 

high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).



30.Within three months of the formation of storage bunds the operator shall submit a 

plan to be approved in writing by the Mineral Planning Authority showing the 

location, contours and volumes of the bunds, and identifying the soil types and units 

contained therein. 

Reason: To protect restoration materials to enable a high-quality restoration 

(OMWCS Policy M10).

Soil Handling
31.All soil handling operations shall be carried out in accordance with Defra’s Good 

Practice Guide for Handling Soils, Sheets 1 to 4 (handling soil using 360° 

excavators and dump trucks) and sheet 15 where low ground pressure bulldozers 

are to be used during restoration. 

Reason: To prevent loss of soil and to protect restoration materials to enable a 

high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

32.No movement of topsoil, subsoil and other soil-forming materials shall be moved 

other than by loading shovel, hydraulic excavator and dump truck. 

Reason: To prevent loss of soil (OMWCS Policy M10).

33.All topsoil and subsoil stripped from the site shall be stored separately in soil bunds 

retained on site. 

Reason: To prevent damage to soils and to ensure satisfactory restoration of land 

to agriculture (OMWCS Policy M10).

34.Soil handling and movement shall not be carried out between the months of 

October to March inclusive and not otherwise than when the soils are in a dry friable 

condition. 

Reason: To prevent loss and minimise degradation of soils and to protect restoration 

materials to enable a high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

35.Plant or vehicle movements shall be confined to clearly defined haul routes and 

shall not cross areas of topsoil and subsoil storage. 

To protect restoration materials to enable a high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy 

M10).

Soil stripping and Storage
36.All topsoil, subsoil, and soil forming material shall be retained on the site. 



Reason: To prevent loss of soils and to protect restoration materials to enable a high-

quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

37.Pockets of suitable soil forming material shall be recovered wherever practicable, 

during the stripping or excavation operations, for use during the restoration phase. 

Reason: To enable a high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

38.All available topsoil and subsoil shall be stripped, before any part of the site is 

excavated, built upon or otherwise traversed by heavy machinery (except for the 

purpose of stripping or stacking soil on those parts). 

Reason: To prevent loss and minimise degradation of soils and to protect restoration 

materials to enable a high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

39.Any soils identified for use as a subsoil substitute shall be stripped separately and 

either re-spread over the replaced overburden or stored separately for subsequent 

replacement. 

Reason: To prevent loss and minimise degradation of soils and to protect restoration 

materials to enable a high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

40.Bunds for the storage of agricultural soils shall conform to the following criteria: 

a. Topsoils, subsoils and subsoil substitutes shall be stored separately. 

b. Where continuous bunds are used dissimilar soils shall be separated by a 

third material, previously approved in writing by the Mineral Planning 

Authority. 

c. Topsoil bunds shall not exceed 3 m in height and subsoil (or subsoil 

substitute) bunds shall not exceed 5 m in height other than as may be 

required to facilitate the bunding pursuant to condition 11. 

d. Materials shall be stored like upon like, so that topsoil shall be stripped from 

beneath subsoil bunds and subsoil from beneath overburden bunds. 

e. All storage bunds intended to remain in situ for more than 6 months or over 

the winter period are to be grassed over and weed control and other 

necessary maintenance carried out to the satisfaction of the Mineral Planning 

Authority. The seed mixture and the application rates are to be approved in 

writing by the Mineral Planning Authority no less than one month before it is 

expected to complete the formation of the storage bunds.

Reason: To prevent loss and minimise degradation of soils and to protect 

restoration materials to enable a high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

Restoration Works 
41. All stones and other materials in excess of 100 mm in any dimension which are 

likely to obstruct cultivation in the agricultural afteruse shall be picked and removed 

from the site.  



Reason: To enable a high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

42.The applicant shall notify the Mineral Planning Authority at least 5 working days in 

advance of the commencement of the final subsoil placement on each phase, or 

part phase to allow a site inspection to take place. 

Reason: To enable a high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

43.Where it is intended to use imported soils or soil forming materials as agricultural 

soils in the restoration process these shall: 

a. Be separately stored in a designated area previously agreed with the Mineral 

Planning Authority. 

b. Be identified to, and agreed as suitable with, the Mineral Planning Authority 

prior to placement. 

c. Be free of objects greater than 100mm in any dimension which are likely to 

cause any obstruction to cultivations. 

Reason: To enable a high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

44. In any part of the site where differential settlement occurs during the restoration 
and aftercare period, the applicant, where required by the Mineral Planning 
Authority, shall fill the depression to the final settlement contours specified on the 
approved restoration scheme (Landscape proposals, Drawing Ref: 2735-5-2, 
Drawing number: DR-0001, Status: S4-P4 (Rev P5), Date: 19/12/2018) with 
suitable imported soils.

Reason: To enable a high-quality restoration (OMWCS Policy M10).

45. Prior to commencement of any site restoration works, a Landscape and Ecological 

Management Plan (LEMP) shall be submitted to, and be approved in writing by, the 

Minerals Planning Authority. The LEMP shall include the following: 

• Description and evaluation of features to be managed within the site; 

• Ecological trends and constraints on site that might influence management; 

• Aims and objectives of management; 

• Appropriate management options for achieving aims and objectives; 

• Prescriptions for management actions; 

• Preparation of a work schedule; 

• Details of how the agricultural operations will conducted to protect the 

environmental areas/biodiversity protection zones from contamination with 

fertilizer, pesticide and herbicide drift and surface water run-off;

• Details of the body or organization responsible for implementation of the 

plan; and 

• Ongoing monitoring and remedial measures. 

The plan shall also set out (where the results from monitoring show that conservation 

aims and objectives of the LEMP are not being met) how contingencies and/or 

remedial action will be identified, agreed and implemented so that the development 

still delivers the fully functioning biodiversity objectives of the originally approved 



scheme. The approved plan shall be implemented in accordance with the approved 

details. 

Reason: To ensure the development results in biodiversity enhancement (NPPF 

paragraphs 170, 175 and NERC Act 2006) and restoration is carried out to a high 

standard (OMWCS Policy M10).

Aftercare 
46. An Aftercare Scheme requiring that such steps as may be necessary to bring the 

land to the required standard for the use of agriculture shall be submitted for the 

approval of the Mineral Planning Authority not later than 3 months prior to the date 

on which it is first expected that the replacement of topsoil shall take place. 

The submitted Scheme shall: 

a. Provide an outline strategy for the five-year Aftercare period in accordance 

with Paragraph: 057 of Minerals Planning Practice Guidance. This shall 

specify the steps to be taken and phasing in the management of the land to 

promote its rehabilitation to the target afteruses; including where appropriate: 

§ A map identifying clearly all areas with phasing, subject to 

aftercare management, 

§ An annual meeting between the developer, the Mineral Planning 

Authority and other interested parties, 

§ Timing and pattern of vegetation establishment, with cultivation 

practices and secondary treatments, 

§ Management of livestock, soil, fertility, weeds and pests etc, 

§ Establishment of hedgerows, trees and other surface features, 

§ Remedial surface and piped drainage systems, irrigation and 

watering, and 

§ A pre-release report to demonstrate that the land has been 

reclaimed to the required standard. 

b. Provide for a detailed annual programme, in accordance with Paragraph: 058 

of Minerals Planning Practice Guidance, to be submitted to the Mineral 

Planning Authority not later than two months prior to the annual Aftercare 

meeting. 

Reason: To ensure restoration is carried out to a high standard (OMWCS Policy 

M10).

47.Following the restoration of the land to agriculture, operations as outlined by Askew 

Land and Soil Ltd 3rd December 2019 to increase the level of soil organic matter to 

a minimum of 5% by the end of the five-year aftercare period and maintain this 

minimum level for the duration of the environmental management plan shall be 

carried out. Soil organic matter shall be tested in years 3 and 5 of the aftercare 

period and at five yearly intervals after that following the process. The results of the 

tests and details of any changes to management necessary to achieve this target 

shall be submitted to the Minerals Planning Authority. 



Reason: To enhance soils and natural capital and ensuring restoration is carried out 

to a high standard (OMWCS Policy M10).



Informative:

Prevention of soil-borne plant or animal diseases.
Prior to the development commencing and throughout the period of working, restoration 

and aftercare, it shall be the responsibility of the developer to make enquiries and, in 

consultation with the MPA, take appropriate steps to prevent the spread of any soil-borne 

plant or animal diseases.

Protected species - general 
If any protected species [e.g. bats, badgers, dormice, otters, water voles, reptiles, 

amphibians, breeding birds] are found at any point, all work should cease immediately. 

Killing, injuring or disturbing any of these species could constitute a criminal offence. 

Before any further work takes place a suitably qualified ecological consultant should be 

consulted for advice on how to proceed 

Work should not recommence until a full survey has been carried out, a mitigation strategy

prepared and licence obtained (if necessary) in discussion and agreement with Natural 

England. 

Nesting Birds 
All bird nests, eggs and young are protected under the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as 

amended) which makes it illegal to intentionally take, damage or destroy the nest of any 

wild bird while it is use or being built. 

Therefore, no removal of vegetation should take place between 1st March and 31st August 

inclusive to prevent committing an offence under the Act. Should any works commence 

within this period, the vegetation must first be surveyed for the presence of nesting or nest-

building birds by a suitably qualified ecologist.

Environmental Permit
The operations associated with this development will require an environmental permit 

under the Environmental Permitting (England & Wales) Regulations 2016, from the 

Environment Agency, unless an exemption applies. The applicant is advised to contact the 

Environment Agency on 03708 506 506 for further advice and to discuss the issues likely 

to be raised. You should be aware that there is no guarantee that a permit will be granted. 

Additional ‘Environmental Permitting Guidance’ can be found at: 

https://www.gov.uk/environmental-permit-check-if-you-need-one .

European Protected Species 
The Local Planning Authority in exercising any of their functions, have a legal duty to have 

regard to the requirements of the Conservation of Species & Habitats Regulations 2017 

which identifies 4 main offences for development affecting European Protected Species 

(EPS). 

1. Deliberate capture or killing or injuring of an EPS 

2. Deliberate taking or destroying of EPS eggs 

3. Deliberate disturbance of a EPS including in particular any disturbance which is 

likely 



a. to impair their ability –

i. to affect significantly the local distribution or abundance of the species 

to which they belong. 

ii. to survive, to breed or reproduce, or to rear or nurture their young, or 

b. in the case of animals of a hibernating or migratory species, to hibernate or 

migrate; or 

4. Damage or destruction of an EPS breeding site or resting place. 

Our records, survey results and consideration of the habitats within the site area indicate 

that, with appropriate mitigation, European Protected Species are unlikely to be harmed as 

a result of the proposals.

Compliance with National Planning Policy Framework 
In accordance with paragraph 38 of the NPPF Oxfordshire County Council takes a positive 
and creative approach and to this end seeks to work proactively with applicants to secure 
developments that will improve the economic, social and environmental conditions of the 
area. We seek to approve applications for sustainable development where possible. We 
work with applicants in a positive and creative manner by;

- offering a pre-application advice service, as was the case with this application, 
and 

- updating applicants and agents of issues that have arisen in the processing of 
their application, for example in allowing the applicant to submit further 
information to overcome air quality concerns. 

In this instance, concerns raised including with regard to dust management and air quality 
were resolved through the submission of further information.
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Schedule 2

Relevant Planning Policies

Oxfordshire Minerals and Waste Local Plan – Part 1 Core Strategy

• M2 – Provision for working aggregate minerals
• M3 – Principal locations for working aggregate minerals
• M5 – Working of aggregate minerals
• M10 – Restoration of mineral workings
• W1 - Oxfordshire waste to be managed
• W2 - Oxfordshire waste management targets
• W6 - Landfill and other permanent deposit of waste to land
• C1 – Sustainable development
• C2 – Climate Change
• C3 – Flooding 
• C4 – Water environment
• C5 – Local environment, amenity and economy
• C6 – Agricultural land and soils 
• C7 – Biodiversity and Geodiversity
• C8 – Landscape
• C9 – Historic environment and archaeology
• C10 – Transport
• C11 – Rights of way

Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1: Strategic Sites and Polices

• Core Policy 1 – Presumption in favour of sustainable development
• Core Policy 39 – Historic environment
• Core Policy 42 – Flood risk
• Core Policy 43 – Natural Resources
• Core Policy 44 – Landscape
• Core Policy 45 – Green infrastructure
• Core Policy 46 – Conservation and improvement of biodiversity

Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 2: Detailed Policies and Additional Sites 

• Development Policy 16 – Access
• Development Policy 17 – Transport Assessment and Travel Plans
• Development Policy 23 – Impact of development on amenity
• Development Policy 25 – Noise pollution
• Development Policy 26 – Air quality
• Development Policy 30 – Watercourses
• Development Policy 36 – Heritage assets
• Development Policy 37 – Conservation areas
• Development Policy 38 – Listed Buildings
• Development Policy 39 – Archaeology and scheduled monuments
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TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990 

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROCEDURE)(ENGLAND) 

ORDER 2010 
 

To:  Hatford Quarry 
       Hatford Quarry 

Sandy Lane 
Hatford 
Faringdon 
Oxon 
SN7 8JH 

 
                                                                                                
 

CONDITIONAL PLANNING PERMISSION 
 
Extension of quarry for the extraction of limestone and sand with restoration to 
agriculture; associated processing operations and plant, retention of site office 
and weighbridge at Hatford Quarry, Sandy Lane, Hatford, Faringdon, Oxon, SN7 
8JH 
 
The OXFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL as County Planning Authority hereby 
GRANT PLANNING PERMISSION for this development SUBJECT TO the 
conditions set out in the attached Schedule 1. 
 
 
The reasons for the imposition of the conditions are as set out in the attached 
Schedule 1. 
 
The relevant Development Plan policies are set out in the attached Schedule 2. 
 
The reasons for approval are set out in the attached Schedule 3. 
 
Dated: 16 September 2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Planning Regulation Service Manager  
On behalf of Director for Environment & Economy 
 
 

YOUR ATTENTION IS DRAWN TO THE NOTES OVERLEAF 
 



Notes 
 

IMPORTANT 
 

• This permission does not convey or imply any approval or consent which may 
be required under any enactment, byelaw, order or regulation other than 
section 57 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 

• The submitted environmental information was taken into consideration in 
making this decision.  

• Application for approval under the Building Regulations must be made to the 
Council for the district in which the land is situated. 

• Except in the case of small domestic development, the Chief Fire Officer, 
Sterling Road, Kidlington, Oxford, OX5 2DU, Telephone:  Kidlington 4211, 
should be consulted before work is commenced.  This may save expensive 
alterations at a later stage. 

• In certain circumstances a claim may be made against the local planning 
authority for compensation where permission is refused or granted subject to 
conditions by the Secretary of State on appeal or on a reference of the 
application to him.  The circumstances in which such compensation is payable 
are set out in section 114 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 

Appeals to the Secretary of State 

• If you are aggrieved by the decision of the County planning authority to refuse 
permission for the proposed development or to grant it subject to conditions, 
then you can appeal to the Secretary of State under section 78 of the Town 
and Country Planning Act 1990. 

• If you want to appeal, then you must do so within six months of the date of this 
notice, however if an enforcement notice is served relating to the same or 
substantially the same land and development as in your application and if you 
want to appeal against the County Planning Authority’s decision on your 
application then you must do so within either 28 days of the date of the 
enforcement notice, or within 6 months of the date of this notice, whichever 
period expires earlier. Appeals must be made on a form, which you can get 
from the Planning Inspectorate at Temple Quay House, 2, The Square, 
Temple Quay, Bristol. BS1 6PN Helpline: 0117 3726372 Website: 
www.planningportal.gov.uk/planning/appeals 

• The Secretary of State can allow a longer period for giving notice of an 
appeal, but he will not normally be prepared to use this power unless there are 
special circumstances which excuse the delay in giving notice of appeal. 

• The Secretary of State need not consider an appeal if it seems to him that the 
local planning authority could not have granted planning permission for the 
proposed development or could not have granted it without the conditions they 
imposed, having regard to the statutory requirements, to the provisions of any 
development order and to any directions given under a development order. 

• In practice, the Secretary of State does not refuse to consider appeals solely 
because the local planning authority based their decision on a direction given 
by him. 

Purchase Notices 

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/planning/appeals


• If either the County planning authority or the Secretary of State refuses 
permission to develop land or grants it subject to conditions, the owner may 
claim that he can neither put the land to a reasonably beneficial use in its 
existing state nor render the land capable of a reasonably beneficial use by 
the carrying out of any development which has been or would be permitted. 

• In these circumstances, the owner may serve a purchase notice on the 
Council of the District in whose area the land is situated.  This notice will 
require the Council to purchase his interest in the land in accordance with the 
provisions of Part VI of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 
Schedule 1 - Conditions  
 
1. The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the particulars of the 

development, plans and specifications contained in the application except as 

modified by conditions of this permission. The approved plans and particulars 

comprise; application dated 30/08/12, Planning Statement dated August 2012, Site 

Location Plan HATF/PA/2012/D2 dated 21.03.2012, Scheme of Working 

HATF/PA/2012/D3 dated 21.03.12, Landscaping and Restoration Scheme 

2080_004C dated March 2012, Dust Management Plan dated November 2012, Weed 

Control Scheme contained in letter dated 30th November 2012 from Rob Askew to S 

Bowley, Appendix 8 to the landscape and visual assessment, Flood Risk Assessment 

ref HQ/FRA Final v2 dated February 2013, letters dated 13 December 2012 and 22 

February 2013 from Hafren Water,  Ecological Impact Assessment  dated 20th 

August 2012 (as amended by the Shepherd’s Needle Management Strategy and 

Working Method Statement),  Hatford Quarry Western Extension & Restoration: 

Great Crested Newt Mitigation Strategy including Great Crested Newt Habitat 

Protection Area Plan, letter from Steve Bowley dated 18th January 2013, Shepherd’s 

Needle Management Strategy and Working Method Statement (Malford 

Environmental Consulting for Hatford Quarry Ltd, 18th January 2013), Archaeological 

Strip, Map and Record by John Moore Heritage Services Written Scheme of 

Investigation dated April 2013. 

Reason:  To ensure that the development is carried out as proposed. 

2. The development to which this permission relates shall be begun not later than the 

expiration of three years beginning with the date of this permission.  The Mineral 

Planning Authority shall be notified in writing of the date of commencement within 7 

workings days of that date. 

Reason:  In accordance with Section 91 to 95 of the Town and County Planning Act 

1990 as amended by section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 

3. Extraction of minerals shall cease by the date seven years from the date of 

commencement as notified pursuant to condition 2 and buildings, plant and 

machinery to which this permission relates shall be removed and restoration shall be 

completed by the date eight years from the date of this permission. 

Reason:  To ensure that the development is carried out as proposed and that 

restoration takes place within a reasonable timescale (OMWLP PE13) 

4. The access road from the public highway road shall be maintained to ensure a 

smooth running surface free of pot holes and kept free of mud and other debris at all 

times.   

 
Reason:  In the interests of highway safety (MWLP PE18) 

5. No loaded vehicles shall leave the site unsheeted except those only carrying stone in 

excess of 500 mm 

 



Reason:  In the interests of highway safety to reduce the effect of dust.  (MWLP 

PE18) 

6. Notwithstanding the provisions of parts 19 and 21 of schedule 2 of the Town and 

Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order, 1995 (or any Order 

amending, replacing or re-enacting that Order), no fixed plant or machinery, 

buildings, structures and erections, or private ways shall be erected, extended, 

installed, rearranged, replaced, repaired or altered at the site without planning 

permission from the Mineral Planning Authority. 

 
Reason:  To protect the amenities of the area.  (MWLP PE18) 

 

7. No aggregate shall be imported to the site for any purpose, with the exception of that 

allowed under the provisions of CLEUD reference STA/HAT/1L163/1-CM 

 

Reason: To protect the amenities of the locality (OMWLP PE18) 

 

8. No external lighting shall be erected on the site other than in accordance with a 

scheme which has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Minerals 

Planning Authority. This scheme shall include details of the location, height, design, 

sensors and luminance and hours of operation of external lighting (which shall be 

designed to minimise the potential nuisance of light spillage on adjoining properties 

and highways.) 

 

Reason:  To minimise the nuisance and disturbance to neighbours (OMWLP 

PE18) 

 

 

9. No topsoil or subsoil shall be removed from the site 

 

Reason: All soils are required to ensure a satisfactory agricultural restoration 

(OMWLP PE13) 

 

10. The noise emitted at any time from the site shall not contain any discrete continuous 

note, i.e. whine, hiss, screech, hum etc or distinct impulses i.e. bangs, clicks, clatters 

or thumps (that are repeated as part of normal operations) distinguishable at the 

locations identified in condition 29. 

 

Reason:  To ensure minimum disturbance from operations and avoidance of 

nuisance to the local community (MWLP PE18) 

 

 

11. The site shall be restored in complete accordance with the approved plan 2080-004C 

within 12 months of the date that the Minerals Planning Authority determine that 

mineral extraction has permanently ceased, or by the date 8 years from the date 

notified pursuant to condition 2, whichever is the sooner. 

 

Reason:  To ensure appropriate restoration takes place when working has ended.  

(MWLP PE13) 



 

12. A sign shall be maintained at the site entrance for the duration of the development 

advising drivers that the maximum speed on the haul road is 10 mph. 

 

Reason: In the interests of highway safety and the amenities of the local area (OMWLP 

PE18) 

 

13. Access to the site shall only be on the access road outlined in red on approved plan 

HATF/PA/2012/D2 

Reason: In the interests of highway safety and the amenities of the local area (OMWLP 

PE18) 

14. The bund at the eastern boundary of the site shall be maintained in the location 

shown on approved plan Working Plan HATF/PA/2012/D3 at a height of 5 metres. 

The gaps shall be closed and it shall be maintained as a continuous bund for the 

duration of the extraction and processing operations. The bund at the western 

boundary of the site shall be maintained in the location shown on approved plan 

HATF/PA/2012/D3 at a height of 7 metres  along the northern half for the duration of 

the extraction and processing operations.   

 

Reason: To protect the visual amenities of the residents of The Hideaway and 

Hatford village and to protect them for noise disturbance (OMWLP PE18) 

 

15. Any oil, fuel, lubricant paint or solvent within the site shall be stored in such a way as 

to prevent such material from contaminating topsoil, subsoil, soil forming material, or 

reaching any watercourse. 

 

Reason: To protect the water environment (OMWLP PE18) 

 

16. Soil shall only be moved when it is in a dry and friable condition. For all soil types no 

soil handling should proceed during and shortly after significant rainfall, or when there 

are any puddles on the soil surface. 

 

Reason: To prevent damage to soils (OMWLP PE18) 

 

17. Soil handling and movement should not be carried out between the months of 

October to March inclusive. 

 

Reason: To prevent damage to soils (OMWLP PE18) 

 

18. Before any part of the site is excavated or traversed by heavy vehicles or machinery 

or is built upon, or used for the stacking of subsoil, soil forming material or 

overburden, or as a machinery dump or plant yard, or for the construction of a road, 

all available topsoil and subsoil shall be stripped from that part. 

 

Reason: To prevent damage to soils (OMWLP PE18) 

 

19. Bunds for the storage of agricultural soils shall conform to the following criteria: 

a) Topsoils, subsoils and subsoil substitutes shall be stored separately 



b) Where continuous bunds are used dissimilar soils shall be separated by a 

third material 

c) Topsoil bunds shall not exceed 3 metres in height and subsoil or subsoil 

substitute bunds shall not exceed 5 metres in height 

d) Materials shall be stored like upon like so that topsoil shall be stripped from 

beneath subsoil bunds and subsoil from beneath overburden bunds. 

 

Reason: To prevent damage to soils (OMWLP PE18) 

 

20. All storage bunds intended to remain in situ for more than 6 months are to be sown 

with a  grass mix in accordance with Appendix 8 to the Landscape and Visual 

Assessment and the grass maintained at a length of less than 15 metres. The bunds 

shall be kept weed free. 

 

Reason: To prevent the build-up of weeds in the soil (OMWLP PE18) 

 

21. All stones and other materials in excess of 15 cm in any dimension shall be picked 

and removed from the restored site within 6 months of the completion of that part of 

the site. 

 

Reason: To prevent damage to soils and ensure that a satisfactory agricultural 

restoration is achieved (OMWLP PE13) 

 

22. The applicant shall notify the Mineral Planning Authority at least 5 working days in 

advance of the commencement of the final subsoil placement on each phase, or part 

phase, to allow a site inspection to take place.  

 

Reason: To ensure the productive afteruse of the land (OMWLP PE13) 

 

23. No topsoil or subsoil storage shall take place within three metres of any tree to be 

retained and this distance shall be maintained during the course of the development.  

 

Reason: To ensure that there is no damage to existing trees during the course of the 

operations (OMWLP PE10) 

 

24. The development permitted by this planning permission shall be carried out in full 

accordance with the approved Flood Risk Assessment ref HQ/FRA Final v2 dated 

February 2013 and the following mitigation measures detailed within the FRA and 

letters dated 13 December 2012 and 22 February 2013 from Hafren Water: 

• Limiting discharge from the settlement lagoons to no greater than 60m3/day 

• Limiting discharge from the restored site to no greater than 35 l/s 

The mitigation measures shall be implemented in accordance with timing/phasing 

arrangements within the scheme. 

 

Reason: To prevent flooding by ensuring the satisfactory storage of/disposal of 

surface water from the site (OMWLP PE8) 

 

 

25. No operations authorised by this permission, including vehicles entering or leaving 

the site, shall take place except between the following times: 



07.00 to 18.00 Monday to Friday 
07.00 to 13.00 on Saturdays 
No operations shall take place on Sundays or on Bank or Public holidays.  
 
No extraction of limestone shall take place except between 7.30 and 18.00 hours 
Monday to Friday. The breaker shall not be used except between 08.00 and 
18.00 Monday to Friday 
 
Reason:  To protect the amenities of local residents and visitors to the area.  
(MWLP PE18) 

 
26. No reversing bleepers or other means of audible warning of reversing vehicles shall 

be fixed to or used on any vehicle operating on the site, other than those which use 

white noise.  

 
Reason:  To protect the amenities of local residents and visitors to the area.  
(MWLP PE18) 

 
27. No processing of stone and aggregates shall take place other than within the 

processing area as shown on approved plan Working Plan HATF/PA/2012/D3.  

 
Reason: To minimise the adverse impact of noise generated by the operations on 
the local community.  (MWLP PE18) 

  
28. The approved Dust Management Plan shall be implemented and all quarrying and 

processing activities shall take place in accordance with it.   

 
Reason: To protect the amenities of the area.  (MWLP PE18) 
 

29. Except for temporary operations, the free-field Equivalent Continuous Noise Level, 

dB LAeq, 1 hour, free field, due to daytime operations on the site, shall not exceed 

the site noise limit specified below at each dwelling. Measurements taken to verify 

compliance shall have regard to the effects of extraneous noise and shall be 

corrected for any such effects. 

Location   dB LAeq, 1 hour  
The Hideaway   51  
Woodlands   48  
Manor House Farm  46  
Chinham Farm   50 
 
Reason: To protect the residents of the above properties from noise disturbance 
(MWLP PE18) 
 

30. For temporary operations such as site preparation, soil and overburden stripping, 

bund formation and final restoration, the free-field noise level due to work at the 

nearest point to each dwelling shall not exceed 70 dB LAeq, 1 hour.  The Minerals 

Planning Authority and the residents of the properties listed in condition 29 shall be 

given prior notice before temporary operations commence. These works shall not 

exceed a total of eight weeks in any calendar year.  

 

Reason: To protect the residents of the above properties from noise disturbance 

(MWLP PE18) 

 

Ecology 



 

31. No works shall be carried out other than in accordance with the mitigation and 

enhancement measures within Chapter 7 of the approved Ecological Impact 

Assessment prepared by Malford Environmental Consulting (20th August 2012) and 

the Hatford Quarry Western Extension & Restoration: Great Crested Newt Mitigation 

strategy for the phases of works up to and including 5(1) (as set out in a letter from 

Steve Bowley dated 18th January 2013), with accompanying plan which shows the 

Great Crested Newt Habitat Protection Area, the Hatford Quarry Western Extension 

& Restoration: Great Crested Newt Mitigation strategy for the phases of works up to 

and including 5(1) (as set out in a letter from Steve Bowley dated 18th January 2013) 

and Shepherd’s Needle Management Strategy and Working Method Statement 

(Malford Environmental Consulting for Hatford Quarry Ltd, 18th January 2013) 

supersede parts of the Ecological Impact Assessment prepared by Malford 

Environmental Consulting (20th August 2012) 

 

Reason: to ensure the protection of flora and fauna and to ensure that the 

development does not result in the loss of biodiversity in accordance with the 

NPPF  

 

32. No works shall be carried out other than in accordance with the approved Shepherd’s 

Needle Management Strategy and Working Method Statement (Malford 

Environmental Consulting for Hatford Quarry Ltd, 18th January 2013) 

 

Reason: to ensure the protection of flora and fauna and to ensure that the 

development does not result in the loss of biodiversity in accordance with the 

NPPF  

 

33. No works in Phase 5 (1) ( as shown on approved Drawing Number: 

HATF/PA/2012/D3) of the development shall commence until a full Great Crested 

Newt Mitigation Strategy and Badger Mitigation Strategy (including details of 

monitoring) have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Mineral Planning 

Authority. If Great Crested Newts are still present on the site then a pond, or complex 

of ponds, shall be included within the mitigation plan along the drainage ditch that 

leads into the wetland area in the south-eastern corner of the site.  The ponds shall 

be designed to minimise the risk of sediment and pollutants flowing into the wetland 

complex.  No work shall take place other than in accordance with the approved 

Strategies. 

 

Reason: to ensure the protection of biodiversity and to ensure the development is 

in accordance with the NPPF 

 

34. No works in Phase 4S (as shown on approved Drawing Number: HATF/PA/2012/D3) 

of the development shall commence until details of the specification and maintenance 

proposed for fencing to prevent damage to the wetland area, buffer grassland and 

tree-planting from grazing animals and machinery have been submitted to and 

approved in writing by the Mineral Planning Authority.  No work shall take place other 

than in accordance with the approved Strategy. 

 

Reason: to ensure the protection of biodiversity and to ensure the development is 

in accordance with the NPPF 



 

35. If works do not commence within one year of the date of consent, or of the latest 

approved and updated surveys, then no works of site clearance or development shall 

take place unless or until an updated survey for badgers, (to include details of 

species & population present, potential impacts and how impacts will be avoided and 

mitigated, compensation and enhancement measures) has been submitted to and 

approved in writing by the Mineral Planning Authority. Any works must be carried out 

in complete accordance with the approved scheme. 

 

Reason: to ensure the protection of species as surveys are valid for 12 months 

and to ensure the development is in accordance with NPPF. 

 

36. Trees and shrubs shall be planted in accordance with the approved scheme and as 

shown on Drawing Number 2080_004C within 12 months of the completion of 

extraction. The plants shall be maintained and any plants which die at any time 

during the aftercare period, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased 

shall be replaced in the next planting season with other of a similar size and species.  

The grassland sown in accordance with the approved scheme and shown on Drawing 

Number 2080_004C shall be sown, established and maintained.  If the seed mix does 

not fully establish then it shall be re-sown in the next growing season 

 

Reason: to maintain biodiversity on the site, buffer the pond area and to improve 

the appearance of the site in the interests of visual amenity, and to assist in 

absorbing the site back into the local landscape to ensure that the site is restored 

and managed appropriately in accordance with Oxfordshire Minerals & Waste 

Local Plan policy PE13  

 

 

37. No works in phase 4S (as shown on approved Drawing Number: HATF/PA/2012/D3) 

shall commence  unless or until an aftercare scheme that promotes the use of the 

site for nature conservation has been submitted to and approved in writing by the 

Mineral Planning Authority.  The scheme shall provide for: 

 

• A five year period of aftercare following the restoration of each phase or discrete 

area of restoration, specifying the steps to be taken and the period during which 

they are to be taken, and who will be responsible for taking those steps.  

• The management and monitoring of species-rich grassland, wetland complex, 

ponds, marginal planting, control of algal blooms and aquatic plants and retained 

/ newly planted trees as shown on Drawing Number 2080_004C. 

 

Any scheme that is approved must be implemented. 

 

Reason: to ensure that the site is restored and managed appropriately in 

accordance with Oxfordshire Minerals & Waste Local Plan policy PE13. 

 

38. No works shall be carried out other than in accordance with the approved Hatford 

Quarry Weed Control Scheme (R. W. Askew for Hatford Quarry, 30th November 

2012).  This scheme must be implemented for the life of the development. No 

development, including restoration, shall take place except in accordance with the 

approved scheme of weed control. 



 

Reason: to ensure that the site is restored and managed appropriately in 

accordance with Oxfordshire Minerals & Waste Local Plan policy PE13  

 

39. The approved Archaeological Strip, Map and Record by John Moore Heritage 

Services Written Scheme of Investigation dated April 2013 shall be implemented in 

full. 

 

 

Reason - To safeguard the recording of archaeological matters within the site in 

accordance with the NPPF (2012) 

 

40. Prior to the commencement of the development, a staged programme of 

archaeological investigation  shall be carried out by the commissioned archaeological 

organisation in accordance with the approved Written Scheme of Investigation 

referred to in condition 39. The programme of work shall include all processing, 

research and analysis necessary to produce an accessible and useable archive and 

a full report for publication which shall be submitted to the Minerals Planning 

Authority within 2 years of the completion of the on-site archaeological investigations. 

 

Reason - To safeguard the recording of archaeological matters within the site in 

accordance with the NPPF (2012) 

 

Advice to applicant 

Erection of flow control structures or any culverting of an ordinary watercourse requires 

consent from the Lead Local Flood Authority which in this instance is Oxfordshire County 

Council. It is best to discuss proposals for any works with them at an early stage. 

Informatives:   

Protected species - general 

If any protected species [e.g. bats, badgers, dormice, otters, water voles, reptiles, 

amphibians, breeding birds] are found at any point, all work should cease immediately. 

Killing, injuring or disturbing any of these species could constitute a criminal offence.   

Before any further work takes place a suitably qualified ecological consultant should be 

consulted for advice on how to proceed 

Work should not recommence until a full survey has been carried out, a mitigation 

strategy prepared and licence obtained (if necessary) in discussion and agreement with 

Natural England.  

Breeding birds 

All bird nests, eggs and young are protected under the Wildlife  & Countryside Act 1981 

(as amended) which makes it illegal to intentionally take, damage or destroy the nest of 

any wild bird while it is use or being built.   Therefore, no removal of vegetated bunds, 

trees, scrub, hedgerows or grassland should take place between 1st March and 31st 

August inclusive to prevent committing an offence under the Wildlife & Countryside Act 

1981 (as amended).   



Badgers 

All deep excavations should be suitably ramped and any pipe-work associated with the 

development covered overnight to minimise the risk of badgers being inadvertently killed 

and injured within the active quarry after dark.  This is to ensure the protection of badgers 

and avoid committing a criminal offence under the Badger Act 1992.    

Environmental Permit 

The restoration of the quarry is likely to require an Environmental Permit under the 

Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2010 from the Environment 

Agency, unless a waste exemption applies. The applicant is advised to contact NCCC on 

03708 506506 to discuss the issues likely to be raised. 

Natural England Licence 

- A Habitat Regulations licence from Natural England for great crested newts is likely to 

be required to make the proposed restoration scheme lawful. 

 
NPPF 
 
 In accordance with paragraphs 186 and 187 of the NPPF Oxfordshire County 
Council take a positive and proactive approach to decision making focused on 
solutions and fostering the delivery of sustainable development.  We work with 
applicants in a positive and proactive manner by; 
•              offering a pre-application advice service, 
•              updating applicants and agents of any issues that may arise in the 
processing of their application and where possible suggesting solutions. 
 
  



 Schedule 2 - Relevant Development Plan Policies 
 

• VWHLP 2011 – NE9 

• MWLP 1996  -- SD2, SD3, PE2, PE13, PE14, PE18, PB1, PB2 

  



Schedule 3 - Reasons for Approval 
 
The development is in general accordance with development plan policy. 
Potential amenity impacts could be adequately controlled by planning condition. 
The proposals for restoration are acceptable in accordance with OMWLP policy 
PE13. 
 
 



Delegated Report 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Division Affected:  Kingston and Cumnor 
 
Contact Officer:  Mary Thompson 
 
Location:  Hatford Quarry, Hatford 
 
District Council Area:  Vale of White Horse  
 
Recommendation:  That a periodic review of the planning conditions 

attached to permission HAT/11163/89 is sought in 
January 2018, unless a Section 73 application is 
submitted before then and it is considered that the 
required condition update could be achieved 
through the determination of that application.   

 
 Location  
 

1. Hatford Quarry is located to the north west of the village of Hatford. 
The closest permitted phases are approximately 500 metres from the 
village at the closest point. Hatford lies approximately 4 miles (6.5 
kilometres) east of Faringdon in the south west of Oxfordshire.  
 

2. Hatford Quarry is bordered to the north by Sandy Lane and is 
surrounded by agricultural land.  
 
Background 
 

3. Hatford Quarry has been worked over a number of years for minerals. 
Sand extraction has been taking place under permission 
HAT/11163/89 since 1991. The site area for this permission is shown 
on the attached plan. This permission covers six phases A-F and sand 
extraction has been completed in phases A-D. A new permission 
(P12/V1753/CM) was issued in 2012 for a western extension to Hatford 
Quarry, to the west of phases A-F. The extraction permitted by this 
consent has now also been completed.  
 

4. Phases E and F are the closest phases to Hatford village. On the 
eastern boundary these phases come within approximately 525 metres 
from the crossroads at the centre of Hatford. Monitoring Officers 
visiting the site in May 2017 observed that sand extraction has now 
commenced in the most westerly part of phase E. There have also 
been enquiries from local residents who have observed that working is 
now taking place closer to the village than it was previously.  

Review of Mineral Planning Permission (ROMP) at Hatford Quarry, 
Hatford 



 
 
The Need for a Review of the Mineral Permissions 
 

5. As working is now taking place in one of the phases closest to Hatford 
village, there is greater potential for noise and disturbance to residents 
than there was during the working of other phases. It is understood that 
the applicant intends to continue extraction in this area, moving 
eastwards towards the village.  
 

6. The planning permission is now 26 years old and the conditions do not 
all meet the standards of working and environmental protection that 
would be found on a modern planning permission. In particular, the 
conditions on the 1991 consent do not comprehensively control noise 
or dust.  
 

7. Legislation allows for a periodic review on planning conditions on 
mineral extraction sites where the site has a long working life, to 
ensure that conditions comply with modern standards. 
 

8. There is no fixed period when periodic reviews should take place, 
although the first review may not be earlier than 15 years after the 
original grant of planning permission.  
 

9. Planning Practice Guidance states that a periodic review should only 
be sought where a monitoring visit has identified an issue that is not 
adequately regulated by the existing conditions. In this case, the 
existing conditions do not adequately cover noise and dust concerns, 
especially given the proximity of the current phases to Hatford.   
 

10. The process for the periodic review of planning conditions starts when 
the minerals planning authority serves written notice on the landowner. 
This notice should be served at least 12 months before the intended 
review date. 
 

11. It is understood that the developer intends to make a Section 73 
application to amend the conditions on the 1991 consent. If this 
application is made, approved and implemented then the conditions on 
the consent would be updated through that process, and a periodic 
review would not be necessary. 
 

12. It is recommended that notice is served on the landowner, stating the 
intention of the minerals planning authority to review the conditions on 
consent HAT/11163/89. It is recommended that this notice is served in 
January 2018. This will allow approximately 6 months for a Section 73 
application to be submitted before the notice is served. If in 6 months’ 
time it appears that the required update to the planning conditions is 
best achieved through the Section 73 process rather than the periodic 
review period, it may not be necessary to serve the notice. 
 



13. If it is necessary to serve a notice of an intended periodic review, this 
notice will need to allow at least 12 months before the final review date. 
Therefore it is anticipated that if a notice is served in January 2018, the 
final review date will be between January and March 2019.  
 
Conclusion 
 

14. The consent for sand extraction at Hatford Quarry is now 26 years old 
and the conditions are dated and do not offer the level of control and 
environmental protection of modern conditions. As the extraction area 
moves closer to Hatford village, adequate controls on these operations 
is important. Therefore, a review of the conditions should be 
undertaken through the periodic review process. However, this process 
may not be necessary if the developer submits a Section 73 application 
to amend the conditions on the consent in the next six months, as this 
would also offer an opportunity for the conditions to be updated.  
 

Recommendation 
  

15. It is RECOMMENDED that written notice of the periodic review 
date for planning permission HAT/11163/89 is served in January 
2018, unless the updating of the conditions of that consent is 
being adequately progressed through the determination of a 
Section 73 application for that site.  
  

SUSAN HALLIWELL  
Director Planning and Place 

 
 
Signed ………Mary Thompson  (Case Officer) 

Date …10th July 2017…………………. 

 

Report approved by …………………………………………  

 

Planning Regulation Service Manager 

On behalf of the Director for Planning and Place 

Date: 10 July 2017  
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APPENDIX 3 

Policies 
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EARTHLINE LIMITED 

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 
 
 
 
 

Earthline Limited recognises its responsibilities with respect to the environment. 
Where practicable, we will plan and undertake our activities in a manner which 
minimises environment impact. 
 
 
This includes a commitment to: 
 

 Continually improving our environmental performance 
 Pollution prevention 
 Complying with all applicable environmental regulations and legislation 

 
 
We will do this by: 
 

 Assessing potential environmental impacts during the planning stages of 
our activities and taking all reasonable steps to minimise them. 

 
 Establishing appropriate management processes which will be monitored, 

reviewed, and audited. 
 

 Setting environmental objectives and targets which will be assessed and 
reviewed. 

 
 Providing training and instruction to enable employees to carry out their 

work in accordance with this policy. 
 

 Where appropriate, encouraging the minimisation and recovery of waste, 
the use of materials (unless required to protect the environment) and 
energy during our activities and encouraging our sub-contractors to do the 
same. 

 
 
The review and implementation of this policy is the responsibility of Philip 
Coplestone, Director of Earthline Limited. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Procedures 
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PR1 Site Operation 

1.1 Operating hours 
The operating hours of the landfill as detailed in the relevant planning permission are: 
 

Mondays-Fridays 07:00 – 18:00 hours 

Saturdays 07:00 – 13:00 hours 

Sundays, Public Holidays and Saturdays 
immediately following a public holiday 

No operations 

 
No waste shall be accepted outside these hours without prior written agreement of the 
Environment Agency and the Local Planning Authority. 
 
No waste will be received at the site when it is unmanned. Material shall only be 
accepted up to 15 minutes before the end of the working day. 
 
Lighting for work carried out until 18:00 hours during the dark winter months shall be 
provided by the plant used on the site. 

1.2 Monitoring of Operations 
Site operations are monitored on a daily basis by the site operator (using form FM5) 
and recorded in the Site Diary. In addition, a formal review of operating procedures is 
undertaken on an annual basis (see procedure PR4).  
 
The review report includes, where necessary, actions for improvement together with an 
associated implementation plan. 

1.3 Tipping Face Operations 
To ensure that operations at the tipping face are undertaken in a safe and effective 
manner the following should be adhered to:  
 

 Vehicles arriving at the tipping face shall follow the instructions of the site plant 
operator or site manager present at the tipping face. If nobody is present then 
instructions provided at the site office should be followed;  

 The site plant operator should visually inspect each consignment when 
unloaded;   

 The site plant operator should notify the site office and the site manager or 
technically competent person if any of the waste is not compliant with the Waste 
Acceptance Procedures (WAP) at Hatford Quarry landfill and the appropriate 
action taken (see procedure PR3);  

 The site manager should record in the site diary the location of the day’s waste 
placement;  

 The site will be surveyed on an annual basis and a drawing produced to show the 
development of the landfill footprint and will indicate both horizontal and vertical 
references. 

1.4 Fire 
Procedure PR10 documents action to be taken in the event of a fire.  
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1.5 Oil/fuel Spills 
Actions to be taken in the event of an oil or fuel spill are included in procedure PR11.   

1.6 Control of Mud and Debris 
The spreading of mud and debris onto the public highway is to be prevented by: 
 

 Visual inspection of wheels and road. 

1.7 Dust and Particulate Control 
During operation, routine observations will be made to ascertain if dust prevention 
methods are required. This monitoring will be visual, and any measures taken, or 
observations of unacceptable levels of dust together with observations of prevailing 
meteorological conditions, will be reported on the general site inspection form (FM5) 
and on an incident report form (FM1) which will be passed to the Head Office. 
 
Prevention measures will entail stopping waste receipt until strong winds have ceased 
and/or the use of a mobile water bowser to spray the haul road to prevent dust 
becoming airborne. 
 
Further details of dust and particulate control are provided in the Dust Emissions 
Management Plan within Appendix 9 of the Environmental Management System. 

1.8 Control of Odours 
Due to the inert nature of the waste material, there should be no odours at the site.  
Should a need for odour monitoring and control be identified, then specific mitigation 
measures will be considered in consultation with the Environment Agency. 

1.9 Control and Monitoring of Noise 
Noise and vibration associated with the landfill operation is restricted to that produced 
from delivery vehicles and site plant. Regular plant maintenance ensures noise levels 
are kept to a minimum. A Noise Impact Assessment and Management Plan is provided 
in Appendix 9 of the Environmental Management System. 
 
Should a need for noise monitoring and control be identified, then specific mitigation 
measures should be considered in consultation with the Environment Agency. 

1.10 Control of Pests, Birds and Other Scavengers 
No historic problems have been identified at the site due to the inert nature of the 
waste material.  Should a need for pest, bird and vermin control be identified, then 
specific mitigation measures should be considered in consultation with the Environment 
Agency. 

1.11 Control of Litter 
No problems have been identified at the site due to the inert nature of the waste 
material.  Should a need for litter control be identified, then specific mitigation 
measures should be considered in consultation with the Environment Agency. 
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PR2 Inspection & Maintenance  

2.1 Register of Inspection & Maintenance 
Planned Preventative Maintenance (PPM) for plant at Hatford Quarry is normally 
provided under contract with third party plant providers. 
 
A register of items of plant or infrastructure requiring scheduled maintenance is to be 
maintained for the installation (RG1). Where not covered by a PPM contract, the site 
manager and technically competent person shall decide which items of plant are to be 
covered by this procedure and the frequency of maintenance work. 
 
The register is to be updated on the inclusion or removal of any items requiring 
maintenance.  
 
The register is to be audited annually to ensure it remains comprehensive and valid. 

2.2 Maintenance & Inspection Procedure 
The plant and infrastructure that need to be considered at Hatford Quarry relate to 
landfill site plant and environmental monitoring equipment.  
 
During weekly inspections defects will be reported on the appropriate inspection form 
(FM2) and any maintenance work required is to be recorded and actioned. This work 
will be carried out in accordance with each of the procedures for each section of 
infrastructure referenced above. The work instruction shall be issued by the technically 
competent person or the site manager who will nominate the relevant person/s to carry 
out the work. The completed work will then be entered onto the inspection form (FM2). 

2.3 Site Plant Records 
The nominated person will maintain the schedule of the landfill site plant (RG1) and 
equipment that requires regular servicing and maintenance.  
 
Plant operators will, where appropriate, record the following information at the end of 
each day the plant is used:   
 

 Hour meter reading/hours run that day; 
 Fuel / oil / water used; 
 Downtime/breakdown time; 
 Defects.  

 
This will be recorded on the plant daily record form (FM3). These forms will be stored in 
the Site Office folder. 
 
The nominated person can then assess and schedule any service or required 
maintenance work.  The site manager or technically competent person should also 
check these records on a monthly basis.  
 
Unless under a third party maintenance contract, any servicing or maintenance work 
required will be recorded on the relevant form (FM2 or FM3) so the technically 
competent person or site manager can authorise necessary repair works. Details of the 
maintenance undertaken will be recorded on the relevant form (FM2 or FM3).  
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In addition to recording defects on forms FM2 or FM3 the plant operator should notify 
the nominated person of any defects as soon as possible so appropriate maintenance 
can be scheduled. The nominated person shall then record maintenance work 
undertaken on the relevant form (FM2 or FM3).   
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PR3 Waste Acceptance Procedures 

3.1 Waste Reception 
Each consignment of controlled waste must be accompanied by a Waste Transfer 
Note.  The waste carrier must prove they have evidence of a current Waste Carrier 
Registration. The registration details will be recorded and put on the register RG2 kept 
in the Head Office folder. If exempt from Waste Carrier Registration, declaration form 
FM4 should be completed and signed and stored in the Site Office folder.  
 
If the carrier is not exempt and cannot provide evidence of a current Waste Carrier 
Registration, waste shall not be accepted until it can be provided.  
 
If there is any doubt whether to receive waste on site, or not, then the Environment 
Agency must be notified before the waste is accepted.  
 
The waste will be visually inspected, the driver questioned, as appropriate, and the 
findings checked against the description on the Waste Transfer Note.  A decision can 
then be made whether to accept the waste into the site or not. 
 
Waste Transfer Notes for waste entering the landfill must confirm that that the waste 
has been pre-treated or that the waste is not suitable for pre-treatment.  Pre-treatment 
may have been undertaken before the waste arrives at the site or may be undertaken 
at the site. 
 
The Waste Transfer Note documentation can than be signed and details entered as 
appropriate.  The volume of waste received will be recorded in the Site Diary. 
 
Evidence of willingness to accept charges for receiving the waste must be obtained.  
 
Waste entering the landfill shall also be examined at the tipping area to see if it 
conforms to the Waste Acceptance Criteria. The appropriate safety procedures (PR7) 
must be adhered to. Site plant should be used to spread out any waste if required for 
further examination. 
 
Waste that does not conform to the Waste Acceptance Criteria or Waste Transfer Note 
documentation will be turned away following methods described in Section 3.3 below. 
This should be recorded in the Site Diary.  
 

3.2 Waste Acceptance and Control Procedures 
Inert waste types are presented in Table 1.  Simple but stringent procedures are used 
to ensure that imported inert waste complies with the relevant Permit conditions and 
the requirements of the Landfill Regulations (as amended). 
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Table 1 – Inert Waste 
 
ECW Waste Code  Description  

10  WASTES FROM THERMAL PROCESSES  

10 11  waste from manufacture of glass and glass products  

10 11 03  waste glass-based fibrous materials 

15 WASTE PACKAGING; ABSORBENTS, WIPING CLOTHS, FILTER 
MATERIALS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 

15 01 packaging (including separately collected municipal packaging waste) 

15 01 07 glass packaging 

17  CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION WASTES (INCLUDING EXCAVATED 
SOIL FROM CONTAMINATED SITES)  

17 01  concrete, bricks, tiles and ceramics  

17 01 01  concrete  

17 01 02  bricks  

17 01 07  mixtures of concrete, bricks, tiles and ceramics other than those mentioned in 
17 01 06  

17 02 wood, glass and plastic 

17 02 02 glass 

17 05  soil (including excavated soil from contaminated sites), stones and 
dredging spoil  

17 05 04  soil and stones other than those mentioned in 17 05 03 

19  WASTES FROM WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES, OFF SITE WASTE 
WATER TREATMENT PLANTS AND PREPARATION OF WATER 
INTENDED FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION/INDUSTRIAL USE 

19 12  wastes from the mechanical treatment of waste (for example sorting, 
crushing, compacting, pelletising) not otherwise specified 

19 12 05  glass 

20  MUNICIPAL WASTES (HOUSEHOLD WASTE AND SIMILAR COMMERCIAL, 
INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL WASTES) INCLUDING SEPARATELY 
COLLECTED FRACTIONS  

20 01 Separately collected fractions (except 15 01) 

20 01 02 glass 

20 02  garden and park wastes (including cemetery waste)  

20 02 02  soil and stones 

 
 
Waste within Table 1 may be accepted without laboratory testing provided that the 
waste: 
 

(i) is from a single stream waste of a single waste type (unless different 
waste types from the list in Table 1 are accepted together) and; 

 
(ii) is from a single source. 

 
In addition, testing is not required for waste which the Environment Agency is satisfied 
by way of a documented justification supplied to it that the waste is of a type where 
testing is impractical or appropriate testing procedures and acceptance criteria are not 
available. Furthermore, testing is not required for wastes whose composition can be 
predicted to the satisfaction of the Agency from a knowledge of the process producing 
the waste. 
 
Where waste is produced from Earthline Limited groundwork contracts, the source of 
the waste, whether that is a single source and the waste types present will be self 
evident. Nonetheless, where testing is not required, requests should be made for any 
available existing material testing and site history. Testing will be required where: 
 

 for the case of C & D waste and soil and stones, the site use and history 
indicates the potential for contamination, e.g. where the waste is derived 
from a brownfield site; 
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 the waste is not from a single stream of a single waste type (unless different 
waste types from the list in Table 1 are accepted together) from a single 
source. 

Where waste is produced from sources other than Earthline Limited contracts, the 
producer will need to indicate the source of the waste as a single source containing 
single stream waste of single waste type (or a mix of different wastes listed in Table 1 
above). Testing will be required on wastes that do not meet these requirements. 
Testing will also be required where the waste is suspected as potentially contaminated. 
For the case of C & D waste and soil and stones, this will be based on whether or not 
the site is brownfield or greenfield, whether the history of the site is known and 
Earthline Limited’s knowledge of the site and setting. Where testing is not necessary, 
requests should, nonetheless, be made for any available existing material testing and 
site history. 
 
Where testing is required, the results of the testing need to be checked against the 
current Landfill Regulation requirements for inert landfills.  
 
An effort should be made to obtain existing testing data, such as from site 
investigations wherever possible. 
 
The number of samples required will be subject to the variability of the waste, in terms 
of waste type and consistency, and its quantity. Storage and transport of samples 
should be in line with instruction from the laboratory carrying out the testing. 
 
Where all the Landfill Regulations limit values for inert landfills are met, along with the 
other waste characterisation information required, the waste is acceptable at the 
Hatford Quarry site. If one or more of the limit values are exceeded the waste is not 
acceptable for deposit at the Hatford Quarry site. 

 
Hardcore may be separated from incoming loads for use in haul road construction. 
 
Wastes are not to be subject to treatment as only inert waste for which treatment is not 
technically feasible is to be accepted. 
 
Wastes prohibited under Regulation 9 of the Landfill Regulations (2002) shall not be 
accepted at the site. 
 
Where materials are found not to comply with the waste acceptance criteria, the 
procedures set out below (see Unauthorised Waste Materials- Section 3.3) will be 
used. 
 

3.3 Unauthorised Waste Materials 
In all cases where the waste not authorised is hazardous, radioactive or explosive, the 
incident shall be reported to the Environment Agency immediately. 
 
A written entry shall be made on the original Waste Transfer Note/customer bill to 
indicate that unauthorised material has been brought to the site. It should also be 
recorded in the Site Diary.  
 
The unauthorised waste will be reloaded onto the vehicle from which it came and 
returned to the source. 
 
A second Waste Transfer Note must be issued for the material which is removed from 
site. 
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If unauthorised waste is present in the licensed area, no further waste will be received 
or deposited until the unauthorised waste has been removed from the site to a suitably 
licensed facility. 
 
Details of the name and address of the source of the waste and the name of the driver 
who delivered the waste shall be collected and recorded in the Site Diary. 
 
An Incident Report Form (FM1) should be completed and distributed as required. The 
incident should also be entered into the Site Diary and cross referenced with the 
completed form.  
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PR4 Auditing Procedures 

4.1 Environmental Auditing Methodology 
The installation will be monitored daily, by walkover survey, and any incident will be 
recorded on form FM1 and in the Site Diary.  
 
Internal auditing will be carried out annually by the technically competent person and/or 
site manager, or appointed person, to assess the installation’s performance and 
compliance with the EMS over the previous 12 months.  
 
This will review the following: 
 

 Operating Procedures Audit;  
 EMS Audit (including review of incident report forms, complaint forms and site 

inspection forms); 
 Environmental Audit (including review of Agency Inspections and issues 

raised); 
 Health and Safety Audit; 
 Waste Acceptance Records/Duty of Care documents; 
 Previous audits; 
 Training. 

 
An internal audit report should be produced that provides recommendations for 
objectives and targets for the following year. Audit notes should be appended. All 
material and reports are to be kept in Appendix 8 of the EMS Central Document. 
 
Additional unscheduled audits will be undertaken in the event of:  
 

 Senior management request; 
 Possible or suspected system failure; 
 An accident or incident at the installation (if deemed necessary).  

4.2 Audit Preparation 
The auditor will ensure that personnel are notified in advance of an audit so that 
information is ready for inspection and employees are briefed on the requirements of 
any audit.  
 
The auditor should have reviewed the previous years audit in advance and have the 
necessary documentation prepared.  

4.3 Conducting an Audit 
Prior to conducting the audit a meeting attended by the auditor, site manager and 
technically competent person should be held to agree the objectives, contents and 
requirements for reporting back the findings of the audit.  
 
The auditor will then undertake the audit using the audit forms (FM5 and FM6), 
examining any relevant files or documents, interviewing personnel and inspecting site 
operational practices as deemed necessary to successfully complete the audit. 
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4.3.1 Operational Procedures Audit  
A review of the installation operational procedures will be undertaken to ensure that 
operations at the installation comply with the procedures and with conditions in the 
installation’s Permit and planning permission.   

4.3.2 EMS Audit 
The installation will be inspected to ensure that the installation complies with the 
requirements of the EMS and that the EMS is being used correctly and effectively. This 
will require a site inspection form to be filled out (FM5) and a review of previous site 
inspection forms and incident report forms.  
 
Any improvements to the EMS will be noted and recommendations for implementation 
recorded. Previous years improvements will be monitored to review whether or not they 
have been successfully implemented.  

4.3.3 Environmental Audit 

An installation inspection will be undertaken that will assess any environmental 
impact in the vicinity of the installation arising from odour, noise, litter, dust, landfill 
gas, emissions to water etc. This should then be compared against the installation’s 
Permit and planning permission to ensure compliance.   
 
Environmental monitoring undertaken over the year, EA inspections, Environmental 
Incident Reports and the installations environmental objectives and targets should 
be reviewed to ensure that environmental management at the installation is in 
compliance with the overall EMS and its policies and procedures. Any additional 
environmental improvements will also be identified. 

4.3.4 Health & Safety Audit 

This will be undertaken by inspecting the requirements of the installation’s operational 
and emergency, accident, incident and near miss procedures with regard to Health 
and Safety. Deficiency and improvements will be identified. 

4.3.5 Maintenance Systems Audit 
An inspection of maintenance records will be undertaken to ensure that Planned 
Preventative Maintenance (PPM) has been successfully implemented and that any 
additional improvements have been identified and recorded.  

4.3.6 Training Audit 
A review of the training programme will be undertaken to ensure that personnel are 
receiving adequate training and that any specific requirements that may arise during 
the year are being addressed. Any additional improvements should be identified and 
recorded. 

4.4 Audit Review Process 
An audit review meeting should then be held between the auditor, site manager and 
technically competent person to discuss the findings of the audit and to agree any 
required corrective courses of action and an implementation plan for any improvements 
identified. In addition, the next year’s objectives and targets should be agreed and 
noted.  
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It is the responsibility of the technically competent person to ensure that any 
corrective action is implemented.  
 
A report should be written up that summarises the audit findings, conclusions and 
recommendations. This will include appended audit forms, a schedule for 
implementing corrective action and the revised objectives and targets for the 
following year.  
 
This information will be kept in Appendices 7 and 8 of the EMS Central Folder. 
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PR5 Training 

An assessment of training needs will be undertaken by the Site Operator when: 
 

 A new member of staff is employed; 
 A need for training is identified by routine review and auditing of operations; 
 Operations at the site change significantly. 

 
Each operative is required to be trained in the following areas: 
 

 General operational procedures;  
 Machine operation; 
 Waste acceptance. 

 
All new employees will be familiarised with the following documents: 
 

 Environmental Management System (EMS); 
 Environmental Policy (PO1); 
 Health and Safety Procedures (PR7); 
 Employee Training Record (FM7). 
 

Form FM7 is used to record that appropriate training has been received for each 
employee.  Employee’s training requirements will be reviewed and updated on an 
annual basis (or shorter interval as appropriate) as part of their Personal Development 
Review (PDR) (Form FM8).  This will be kept for each employee in the Head Office 
folder.  
 
For an employee to be deemed technically competent to carry out a specific task they 
must demonstrate that they have specific, adequate on the job training; or the relevant 
qualification/s obtained or course completed. 
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PR6 Environmental Monitoring Procedures 

6.1 Environmental Monitoring 
It is the responsibility of the Technically Competent Person to ensure that all the 
required monitoring is undertaken as appropriate and that the results are reviewed and 
reported as required by the site’s Permit. 
 
Earthline Limited will ensure the party carrying out the monitoring operates under 
appropriate Standard Operating Procedures (SOPS) forming part of an appropriate 
Quality Management System and that only UKAS/MCERTS accredited laboratories are 
used for analysis. 
 
A register (RG3) is to be kept for the site. 
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PR7 Health and Safety Procedures 

7.1 Risk Assessments  
Risk assessments will need to be carried out for all activities with the potential to cause 
harm. Example activities include:  
 

 Site operations; 
 Manual handling; 
 Noise; 
 VDUs; 
 Workplace. 

 
Assessments should be carried out on Form FM9 which shall be stored in the Head 
Office folder.  
 
Assessments should include a walkover inspection where significant risks that could 
cause harm to personnel such as slips, trips and falls; fire hazards, operating plant or 
machinery; excavation or confined space work; working at height; electricity and 
lighting; noise; manual handling etc. are recorded.  
 
Once the risks have been identified the people that could be affected must be 
identified. This could be contractors, Hatford Quarry employees or the general public. 
The experience of the staff should be taken into account as should whether people are 
working alone or in groups.  
 
Risks should be assessed with reference to the potential impact they could have on 
those identified as ‘at risk’ and the likelihood of that impact being realised. Mitigation/ 
control measures should then be identified and any references of where procedures for 
these control measures can be found should be cross referenced. 
 
When assessing potential risks the probability and frequency of exposure should be 
taken into account. 
 
The risk assessment should be re-assessed when there is a change in operations at 
the site, if the assessment becomes invalid for any reason and on an annual basis as 
part of the Health and Safety Audit. 
 
All relevant employees and contractors should be made aware of the detail of the 
assessment and will be required to take note of mitigation or control measures.  

7.2 COSHH Assessment 
Each substance considered harmful to health at Hatford Quarry shall be listed in 
register RG4 and a Product Safety Data Sheet should be obtained from the 
manufacturer, supplier or importer for each substance in the register and this should be 
kept in the Head Office folder.  
 
For any activities that involve substances considered harmful to health a COSHH 
Assessment should be carried out on form FM10. In filling out this form the Product 
Safety Data Sheet for each relevant substance should be referred to. In addition, the 
frequency of use, possible harmful effects and the nature of the risk from each of the 
substances shall be considered. From this the control measures to minimise any 
potential harm from each of the substances can be assessed.  
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Other factors that should be considered in this assessment are spillage, accidental 
escape or other emergency procedures and immediate first aid requirements.  
 
The risk assessment should be re-assessed when there is a change in operations at 
the site, if the assessment becomes invalid for any reason and on an annual basis as 
part of the Health and Safety Audit. 

7.3 First Aid Procedures 
There should be a fully trained and appointed first aider/s on site at all times and all 
employees should know who the first aider/s is/are and where they are located.  
 
A comprehensive and recommended first aid kit should be kept in the site office and 
this should be kept fully stocked. The first aid kit shall be checked regularly to make 
sure it is fully stocked by the appointed first aider/s on site.  
 
If a first aider leaves employment at Hatford Quarry another employee must be 
appointed and trained to take their place.  
 
In the event of an accident or injury then an Incident Report form (FM1) should be filled 
in. 
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PR8 Complaints Procedures 

Any complaints received are to be recorded on an Incident Report Form (FM1). The 
report should be filled in by the site manager or the technically competent person. An 
investigation should be made as to the nature of the complaint and the technically 
competent person should assess appropriate remedial action and should inform the 
complainant of the action taken.  
 
The technically competent person should ensure that any agreed remedial action is 
undertaken effectively and as soon as possible.  
 
If the Environment Agency (EA) make a complaint over and above the normal content of 
their regular inspections the procedure outlined above should be followed. If it is as part of 
their regular inspections it will be recorded on their inspection forms (filed in the Head 
Office folder) and a note should be made in the Site Diary.  
 
Any complaints made internally should be recorded in the Site Diary and again assessed 
by the technically competent person and/or site manager.  
 
The annual audit shall review complaints and ensure that they have been effectively dealt 
with. If complaints have not been dealt with effectively the audit shall make 
recommendations and schedule dates to get the complaints dealt with as quickly and 
effectively as possible.  
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PR9 Accident, Incident and Emergency Procedures 

9.1 Accident, Incident and Emergency Plan 
Any accident, incident, emergency or near miss occurring on site must be recorded on 
an incident report form (FM1) and recorded in the Site Diary.  
 
The accident, incident and emergency plan will be reviewed on an annual basis and 
staff shall be adequately trained in its contents.  
 
In the event of an environmental incident, accident or emergency the following 
procedures should be followed as appropriate: 
 

 The immediate area shall be made safe as soon as possible with particular 
regard to personnel safety which must be a priority; 

 The appropriate Emergency Services, Regulatory Authorities and Site 
Operators should be contacted and their instructions/remedial actions 
implemented; 

 Further remedial actions will be agreed by the technically competent person 
and the site manager; 

 A written report shall be completed by each person involved in the incident and 
by any witnesses and distributed appropriately. This report must be signed 
declaring the contents to be true and accurate; 

 The incident report form must be filled in.  
 
Examples of the types of emergency, accidents and incidents requiring reporting 
include: 
 

 Accidents/dangerous occurrences; 
 Personal Safety Matters; 
 Site Safety; 
 Environmental Incidents (water, leachate, landfill gas, dust, noise, oil / fuel 

spillage); 
 Fire; 
 Complaints. 

 
Further remedial actions or investigations will be agreed by the technically competent 
person and other parties as appropriate and where considered necessary a follow-up 
report will be completed. If this is required it will be attached to the incident report form 
and kept in the Head Office folder. This will set out required actions for addressing any 
issues associated with the incident. Where considered appropriate by the technically 
competent person, the findings of the follow-up report shall be disseminated to all 
interested parties. The technically competent person should then ensure that any follow 
up action required is implemented.  
 
If a further investigation is deemed necessary on review of the incident report form then 
all relevant details will be recorded along with any additional information received in 
relation to the incident since it occurred.  
 
The investigation should fully analyse what happened, how it happened, the likelihood 
of such an incident re-occurring, what would happen if it happened again and the 
measures that could be taken to prevent it happening again. The technically competent 
person should liaise with external parties as appropriate to prevent the incident 
reoccurring. Any preventative action taken should be recorded on the incident report 
form (FM1) 
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Any recommendations or actions that result from the investigation shall be implemented 
immediately.  Any changes that affect the EMS should be updated as soon as possible.   
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PR10 Fire Procedures 

Given that the landfill is for the receipt of inert waste, waste related fires should have a 
very low likelihood of occurring. However, in the event of a waste related fire do not 
tackle the fire unless it is safe to do so and never take risks. If incoming waste is on fire 
this should be deposited in an emergency tipping area and large volumes of wet or 
damp soil used to extinguish the fire. The same procedure should be used to 
extinguish surface landfill fires. Any deep seated landfill fires should be left as these 
require specialist help. Small fires which are not waste related should be tackled with 
the nearest appropriate fire extinguisher if it is safe to do so.  
 
Small fires readily extinguished safely should still be recorded on an incident report 
form (FM1). The fire should also be noted in the Site Diary. 
 
For anything other than a small fire that can be readily extinguished safely, the 
following procedures shall be followed: 
 
1. Raise the alarm by dialling 999.  
2. Give the operator your telephone number and ask for the Fire Service. 
3. When the Fire Brigade answers give them the following information: Fire at 
 

Hatford Quarry 
Fernham Road 
Hatford 
Faringdon 
Oxfordshire 
SN7 8QJ 

 
and make sure the operator repeats the details back correctly. 
 

4. Telephone the technically competent person  who shall contact the Environment 
Agency if deemed necessary. 

5. All employees, clients and contractors on site shall report and assemble at the site 
entrance without collecting valuables and belongings. The site manager shall make 
sure all personnel are accounted for. 

6. No personnel should re-enter the site until the technically competent person, having 
consulted the relevant authority, has said that it is safe to do so.  

7. Full details of the fire should be recorded on an incident report form (FM1). The fire 
should also be noted in the Site Diary. If injury is incurred the appropriate Health 
and Safety Procedures should also be followed.  
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PR11 Oil / Fuel Spill Procedures 

 
A four-step procedure is in place to deal with any oil / fuel spill risk at the site as 
follows:  
 

1. Avoid hazards from the oil / fuel spill. 
2. Stop the source of the spillage. 
3. Contain the spillage. 
4. Notify and treat. 

 
1. Avoid hazards from the oil/fuel spill 
 
The first step is to avoid any hazard posed by the oil / fuel spill. The highest immediate 
risks from the spill are from fire and slipping on the spilt oil or fuel.  
 
To minimise these risks extinguish all naked flames, cigarettes and remove any other 
forms of ignition from the spill area. Avoid walking through the spill area and notify 
others, as appropriate, of the spill.  
 
All people at risk of inhalation of petroleum vapours (nearby buildings/ portacabins) 
should be informed and asked to evacuate the building. 
 
2. Stop the source of the spillage 
 
The second step is to remove the source of the spill if possible by closing any valves, 
pumps or pipes. If the source cannot be stopped then containment is the next step.  
 
3. Contain the spillage 
 
Preventing spills entering nearby land drains shall be a priority.  
 
The nearest named surface watercourse to the Hatford Quarry site is the Frogmore 
Brook (a tributary of the River Ock) which is located c. 75m to the south of the site at its 
closest approach. An unnamed tributary of the Frogmore Brook flows in a southerly 
direction through Hatford Gorse/Ewedown Copse to the west of the site (c. 50m west of 
the site at its closest approach) and joins the Frogmore Brook to the southwest of the 
site. 
 
A surface water drainage channel/swale is located in Long Plantation to the west of the 
site (c. 30m to the west of the site) and joins the unnamed tributary of Frogmore Brook 
immediately to the south of Hatford Gorse/Ewedown Copse. 

 
For spillages on the ground sand or earth should be used as a bund material and any 
threatened land drains should be sealed.  
 
4. Notify and treat  
 
As soon as the immediate hazards from the spill have been dealt with those people 
immediately affected by the spillage should be notified and procedures implemented to 
prevent any further risk from the spill. The affected area should be marked out.  
 
The technically competent person or site manager should be notified of the incident 
whereupon they will notify the Environment Agency if required. The Environment 
Agency must be notified of any spillages that escape containment to land drains or if 
any significant environmental threat exists. 
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If the spillage is from a delivery vehicle the driver shall be provided with access to a site 
telephone to call their depot.  
The technically competent person shall seek the necessary advice for the appropriate 
treatment and / or removal and disposal of any contaminated materials and ensure that 
the necessary actions are implemented.  
 

The technically competent person shall ensure that the spill is recorded on the incident 
report form (FM1) and site diary which will include details of the incident, witness or 
complaint statements, action taken at the time and any remedial action required to 
remediate the spill. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Registers 
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RG1 - REGISTER OF ITEMS REQUIRING INSPECTION/ MAINTENANCE 
 

Technically 
Competent 
Person 

Name: 
Signature: 
Date: 

Site Manager 
Name:  
Signature: 
Date: 

 
 
 

Item Inspection/ Maintenance Required Responsibility Frequency 

Haul Road 
(surfacing, 
potholes, 
subsidence and 
drainage) 

Visual inspection 
 
On identification of defect inform Technically 
Competent Person and rectify as soon as 
practically possible (preferably same day) 

Site Manager Daily with 
detailed 
inspection 
weekly 

All earth bunds, 
temporary waste 
stockpiles and 
cut / formed 
faces in waste 
and in-situ strata 

Visual inspection for signs of slippage, 
cracking, collapse or material washout 
 
Note any damage done (blockage of ditches, 
damage to clay liner, burial of monitoring 
point etc.) and the potential for imminent 
deterioration of the defect. If evident that 
potential failure could occur cordon off area 
and ensure site staff and delivery drivers are 
informed and instructed to stay away from the 
affected area. 
 
Inform the Technically Competent Person 
and then re-grade or buttress as appropriate 
at the earliest opportunity. 

Site Manager Daily with 
detailed 
inspection 
weekly 

Site Gates and 
Locks 

Inspection of gate and lock for damage, wear 
or corrosion. 
 
Rectify defect immediately and inform 
Technically Competent Person. 

Site Manager Daily 

Fuel Storage Check fuel tanks are secure and bunded, 
check general housekeeping and cleanliness 
and check signage is correct and in place.  
 
Any defect to be reported to Technically 
Competent Person who will arrange 
corrective measures. 

Site Manager  Daily with 
detailed 
inspection 
weekly 
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Item Inspection/ Maintenance Required Responsibility Frequency 

Site plant PPM undertaken in accordance with lease 
contract 
 
Brakes Tested and Safety Inspection 
Undertaken  
 
Check whether first aid box is available and 
complete, fire extinguishers are mounted and 
in-date, warning notices are legible, seat 
belts (if fitted) in good condition, check 
cleanliness and general maintenance, check 
lights, beacons, bleepers and reversing 
cameras (if fitted) are operational, check 
steps are clean & non-slip.  
 
Any defect to be reported to Technically 
Competent Person who will arrange 
corrective measures. 

Site Manager Weekly 

Perimeter 
Fencing 

Visual inspection of perimeter to ensure 
fencing is secure and intact and any 
appropriate signage is in place.  
 
Rectify defect immediately and inform 
Technically Competent Person. 

Site Manager Daily 

Wheel Wash Check that the wheel wash is clean and 
operational. 
 
Any defect to be reported to Technically 
Competent Person who will arrange 
corrective measures. 

Site Manager Daily with 
detailed 
inspection 
weekly 
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RG2 – REGISTER OF WASTE CARRIER REGISTRATION DETAILS 
 

Technically 
Competent 
Person 

Name:  
Signature: 
Date:  

Site Manager 
Name:  
Signature: 
Date: 

 
 

Name Address 
Waste Carrier 
Registration No.  

Vehicle Registration 
Details 
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Name Address 
Waste Carrier 
Registration No.  

Vehicle Registration 
Details 
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RG3 – Environmental Monitoring Register 
 

Technically 
Competent 
Person 

Name:  
Signature: 
Date: 

Site Manager Name:  
Signature: 
Date: 

 

Monitoring 
Requirement 
 

Location Parameters (Trigger Level) Frequency 
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RG4 – COSHH Substance Register 
 

Technically 
Competent 
Person:  

Name: 

Signature: 

Date: 

Site Manager:  Name:  

Signature: 

Date: 
 
 

Substance / Product Product Safety Data Sheet Reference 
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APPENDIX 6 

Master Copy Forms 
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FM1 – INCIDENT REPORT FORM 
 
Fill in the details and return to the technically competent person who will review if further investigation is 
required.  
  
1. Incident Summary Details 
 

Incident Description:  

(please circle) 

 

PERSONAL INJURY / NEAR MISS / EMERGENCY / ACCIDENT / SITE SAFETY 
/ FIRE / DANGEROUS OCCURRENCE / ENVIRONMENTAL / PERMIT ISSUE / 
PLANNING ISSUE / OTHER (please specify)………………………………. 

Date of incident: 

 

 

Date reported to site: 

 

 

Time:  

 

 

Weather:  

 

 

 

2. Details of Individuals Involved 
 

NAME ADDRESS CONTACT NUMBER 

   

   

   

3. Incident & follow-up details (please continue on extra sheets if required [Yes / No]) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report Completed By:………………………………………(print name) 
 
Signed:…………………………………………………………  Date:………………………………… 
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FM2 – INFRASTRUCTURE & PLANT INSPECTION FORM (Weekly Inspection) 
 

Inspected 
by:  

 Time:   

Date:   Weather:   
 

ITEM CHECKLIST OK COMMENTS / ACTIONS 
REQUIRED (If any) 

ACTIONS 
COMPLETED 
(Enter date & 
initial) 

YES NO  

Haul Road Surfacing     

Potholes    

Subsidence    

Drainage    

Earth Bunds, 
Temporary Waste 
Stockpiles, Cut / 
Formed Waste Faces & 
In-Situ Strata 

Slippage    

Cracking    

Collapse    

Material Washout    

Any damage caused    

Entrance Gates & locks Damage    

Wear     

Corrosion    

Fuel Storage Secure    

Bund intact    

Leakage observed?    

Signage in place    

Site Plant Brakes Tested    

First aid box available    

Fire Extinguishers Mounted/In-
date 

   

Warning notices legible    

Seat belts (if fitted) in good 
condition 

   

Cleanliness    

General maintenance    

Lights Operational    

Beacons Operational    

Bleepers Operational     

Reversing Cameras (if fitted) 
Operational 

   

Steps clean and non-slip     

Perimeter Fencing Secure    

Intact    

Appropriate signage    

Wheel wash Clean    

Operational    
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FM3 – PLANT DAILY RECORD FORM 
 

Landfill Site Plant:________________________________________ 
 
Date:             

Operator             

Hours run             

Fuel Used             

Oil used             

Water used             

Breakdown 
time 

            

Defects 
encountered? 

            

 
Observations: 
 
Date Comment / Defect observed 
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FM4 – EXEMPT WASTE CARRIER DECLARATION FORM 
 
 

Hatford Quarry Employee:   

Exempt Waste Carrier Name:   

Exempt Waste Carrier Address: 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Exempt Waste Carrier Contact 
Number:  

 

Vehicle Registration:  

 

 

 
 
Exempt Waste Carrier Declaration:  
 

Declaration Print Name Signed Date 

 

I confirm that this vehicle is exempt 
from Waste Carrier Registration 
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FM5 –GENERAL SITE INSPECTION FORM (for daily Inspection) 
 
 
 
 
Date             
Inspected by (initial)             

Issue Identified? (Circle) 

Internal roads  Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

External roads Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Site signs Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Mud on road Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Wheelwash Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Litter/ fly-tipping Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Vermin Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Odour Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Noise Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Dust Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Notice board Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Location of tipping Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Fuel storage/ bund Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Office/ welfare areas Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N Y / N 

Details of issues to be input over page 
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Details of issue (initials of person reporting) Date first 

observed 
Action Taken (Initial) Date Action 

Taken 
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FM6 – Audit FORM 
Form to be appended to the audit notes and filed in Appendix 8 of the EMS Central Folder. 
 
Audit Date………………… 
 
Type of Audit (please tick) 
 

Operating Procedures Audit;   

EMS Audit (including review of incident report 
forms, complaint forms and site inspection 
forms); 

 

Environmental Audit (including review of 
Agency Inspections and issues raised and 
monitoring results); 

 

Health and Safety Audit;  

Maintenance System Audit  

Waste Acceptance Records/ Duty of Care 
documents; 

 

Training  

Other (Specify)………………….  

 
Checklist (please tick) 
 

Relevant documentation gathered for review  

Pre-audit meeting held (to establish scope)  

Audits notes attached  

Post audit meeting held  

Have Targets & Objectives & Implementation Plan 
been updated 

 

 
Sign-Off 
 

Auditor:  

Date:  

Audit reviewed by Technically 
Competent Person: 

 

Date:  
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FM7 – TRAINING RECORD FORM 
 

Employee Training Received Training Given By Date 
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FM8 – Personal Development Review 
 
 
EMPLOYEE………………………… 
 
DATE……………………… 
 
Appropriateness of training received in past year 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Identification of training required in coming year 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Specific issues / needs identified (e.g. working arrangements / H&S) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed by employee 
 
 

Date 

Signed by Technically Competent Person 
 
 

Date 
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 RISK ASSESSMENT 
Assessment No 

 

 Activity  

 

Site Name/Location (Where Activity will be undertaken) 

 

Who may be at risk? Employee   Public   Sub-Contractors   New or Expectant Mothers   

        Visitors   Young Persons   Others (specify)      

           

L = Likelihood   S = Severity RR = Risk Rating Likelihood and Severity are scored from 1 - 5 
  

 Hazard/Risk Initial Risk Controls to be Provided Residual Risk 

   L   x   S =  RR   L   x   S =  RR 

1         

2         

3         

4         

5         

6         

7         

 
 
 
 
 
 

Hazard/Risk Initial Risk Controls to be Provided Residual Risk 
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  L   x   S =  RR   L   x   S =  RR 

8         

9         

10         

11         

12         

13         

14         

       
Notes  

Form 
completed by 

The employees/ others below have been briefed on the H&S issues of this 
task. 

.      

 Employee(s) / 
Others 

I understand the 
H&S issues of this 
task 

   

    

    

 Signature Name Date 
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FM10 – COSHH ASSESSMENT FORM 
 

Activity:   

Location:   

Substances and 
Hazards:  

 

Safety Data Sheet On 
File? 

 

Specific Safety / 
Protection Measures to 
be Taken:  

 

Emergency Procedures:   

Provided By:   Signed:   Date:   

Checked By:   Signed:   Date:   
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APPENDIX 7 

Environmental Objectives and Implementation Plan 
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ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
 

No Objective/Target Timescale 
 

 
1 

 
Implementation of EPR Permit 
Improvement Conditions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As detailed in Permit 
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APPENDIX 8 

Annual Audits and Reviews 
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Annual Audits and Reviews held at HQ 

 

Date                Audit / Review Reference               Completed by 
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APPENDIX 9 

Management Plans 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Hatford Quarry Ltd (HQL) is seeking consent for an Environmental Permit for importation of 

inert fill for infilling and restoration operations of the existing and recently approved 

excavation areas (the eastern, central and western areas – see Figure C.1, Appendix C) at 

Hatford Quarry, Nr Faringdon.  

HQL currently extract limestone aggregate and sand. The material is processed at an onsite 

crushing and screening plant located in the central area of the quarry. Soil bunds have been 

constructed on the north, east and west boundaries of the central and eastern working 

areas.  

As part of their application, the Environment Agency (EA) have requested submission of a 

Dust Emissions Management Plan (DEMP) for the proposed operations. 

DustScanAQ (DS) were instructed by GWP Consultants LLP on behalf of HQL to produce 

a DEMP to be submitted with the application. DS are familiar with the operations at Hatford 

Quarry and most recently carried out the Dust and Air Quality Assessment1 and a Dust 

Management Plan2 for the recently approved planning application for the western extension 

(Figure C.1, Appendix C). DS also recently produced a Dust and Air Quality Technical Note3 

for submission with the planning application for restoring the eastern working area. 

This DEMP details appropriate management, mitigation and monitoring for the proposed 

importation or inert waste and associated infilling activities as well as other, ongoing site 

operations. 

1.2 Site setting 

Hatford Quarry is located on Sandy Lane, Nr Faringdon, Oxfordshire, SN7 8HE. The site is 

located approximately 500 m northwest of Hatford Village and 4 km east of Faringdon. The 

site is accessed by the haul road off the B4508 to the south of the quarry. 

The site is bounded by agricultural land to the south and east whilst the north of the quarry 

is bounded by thick vegetation and Sandy Lane. The recently approved western extension 

area is bounded by woodland to the west. The site is within the Vale of the White Horse 

District. The site is accessed from Fernham Road (B4508) to the south. The access road is 

tarmacked, and is approximately 1 km in length. 

The nearest residential dwellings are The Hideaway and Tagdown Barn to the northwest 

and Woodland Farm to the east, all three of these receptors are situated on Sandy Lane 

(Figure C.1, Appendix C).  

 
1 ZELHAT_DAQA_Final (25/06/19) 
2 ZELHAT_DMP_Final (30/01/20) 
3 ZLEHAT_Dust and Air Quality Technical Note_Final (19/03/21) 
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1.3 Planned development 

Full details of the development are set out elsewhere but in brief, HQL propose to import 

inert waste for infilling the eastern, central and western excavation areas at Hatford Quarry 

to achieve the restoration landform (Figure C.1, Appendix C).  

Overall approximately 1.13M m3 of inert waste will be imported to site at an estimated rate 

of 80,000 - 110,000 m3 per year to infill the site. The site will be restored to agricultural use. 

In addition to the imported material, indigenous quarry waste (overburden, interburden and 

crushing/screening fines) and soils will also be used for infilling. 

The site will continue to operate 5 ½ days a week; 07:00 to 18:00 Monday to Friday and 

07:00 to 13:00 on Saturday. No operations shall take place on Sundays or on Bank or Public 

holidays. 

The recently approved western extension area includes restoration using imported inert fill, 

however the extant Planning Permissions for the current working areas do not.  

It is understood it is proposed that infilling of the eastern area will be carried out first. The 

processing plant is located in the central area and will therefore be restored after the eastern 

area has been infilled and excavation and restoration has been completed in the western 

area. 
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2 Potential for emissions 

2.1 Disamenity dust 

‘Dust’ is generally regarded as particulate matter up to 75 µm (micron) diameter and can be 

considered in two categories. Fine dust, essentially particles up to 10 µm, is commonly 

referred to as PM10 and is measured to agreed standards and forms part of the Air Quality 

Objectives (AQO). 

Coarser dust (essentially particles greater than 10 µm) is generally regarded as ‘disamenity 

dust’ (or ‘nuisance’) and can be associated with annoyance, although there are no official 

standards (such as AQO) for dust annoyance4. 

Although it is a widespread environmental phenomenon, dust is also generated through 

many human activities. This includes at minerals sites and surface mines, and also by heavy 

industry, waste management, construction and demolition, agriculture (especially arable 

farming) and road transport. 

Dust is generally produced by mechanical action on materials and is carried by moving air 

when there is sufficient energy in the airstream. More energy is required for dust to become 

airborne than for it to remain suspended. Dust is removed through gravitational settling 

(sedimentation), washout (for example during rainfall or by wetting) and by impaction on 

surfaces (e.g. on vegetative screening). Dust can be re-suspended where conditions allow, 

such as from bare ground. 

Dust emissions from a minerals site, its propagation and potential impacts can be 

considered in terms of ‘source-pathway-receptor’ relationships. Dust can arise from a 

variety of processes and locations within a site and can be difficult to quantify. 

The common pathway for dust propagation is by air. Dust propagation depends on particle 

size, wind energy and disturbance activities. Large dust particles generally travel shorter 

distances than small particles. It is often considered that particles greater than 30 µm will 

largely deposit within 100 metres of sources, those between 10 – 30 µm will travel up to 

250 – 500 metres and particles less than 10 µm will travel up to 1 km from sources. 

2.2 Fine particulate matter PM10 and PM2.5 

Fine dust, essentially particles up to 10 μm, is commonly referred to as PM10. PM10 is 

measured to agreed standards and, through the National Air Quality Strategy (NAQS) 

objectives to be achieved for a range of pollutants, forms part of the Air Quality Objectives 

(AQO). The AQOs for PM10 are 50 μg/m3 averaged over 24 hours, not to be exceeded more 

than 35 times per year and 40 μg/m3 as an annual mean. Currently, there are no AQOs for 

PM2.5 however there is an annual target value of 25 µg/m3. 

 
4 The expression ‘disamenity dust’ has been recently promoted as a suitable expression for ‘nuisance’ dust, i.e. generally 
visible particulate matter’ rather than specifically and in a legal sense to statutory nuisance, as defined in Section 79 of 
the Environmental Protection Act 1990 
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The Dust and Air Quality Technical Note submitted with the planning application for 

restoration of the eastern working area considered impacts on the PM10 AQOs and PM2.5 

target values from importation of inert waste and associated infilling are anticipated to be 

Negligible. 

Consequently, this document concentrates on issues relating to visible ‘disamenity’ dust, 

although it will be revised as necessary and in accordance with changes to the AQO, such 

as in relation to objectives for PM2.5 or updated to relevant guidance. 

2.3 Dust sources 

There is a potential for dust emissions to occur at various stages of the operation, but these 

can generally be controlled by good practice. The specific site activities associated with the 

proposed importation of inert waste and associated that could give rise to dust are: 

• Mobile plant movement (both on-site and off-site movements); 

• Handling (including tipping) imported inert waste; 

• Soil, inert waste and onsite waste reinstatement; and 

• Wind scouring of exposed surfaces. 

Potential sources or site activities likely to give rise to dust at Hatford Quarry from all other 

ongoing activities are: 

• Soil stripping, storage and reinstatement (remaining soil to be stripped is limited to 

the western area); 

• Overburden removal, storage and reinstatement (including inert fill); 

• Mineral extraction, handling and processing (including handling imported recycled 

material and use of aggregates washing plant); 

• Mobile plant (both on-site and off-site vehicle movements); and 

• Wind scouring of exposed surfaces and stockpiles. 

The potential dust sources operations associated with imported inert waste and infilling the 

eastern, central and western areas of Hatford Quarry are considered in Section 4.3 with 

reference to the recommended control measures. The potential dust sources from all other 

quarry operations are considered in Appendix B, with reference to the recommended control 

measures. 

2.4 Receptors 

Dust receptors can be within or beyond a quarry site boundary. Whilst dust generation within 

a minerals site is primarily of concern to its operator, staff and visitors, dust can propagate 

beyond the site boundary to affect people and properties beyond, unless adequate control 

measures are in place. It is important to recognise that there may be other dust sources in 

the vicinity of a quarry (such as road traffic or arable farmland). 
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The nearest residential receptors to the western and central working area are The Hideaway 

and Tagdown Barn (Appendix C). 

The Hideaway is located approximately 120 m from the northwestern boundary of the 

central area. The Hideaway will be bounded from the east-southeast to the west by the 

recently approved western extension. A stand-off of 67.3 m from the façade to the bund and 

97.5 m from the façade to the extraction area was included in the proposal to minimise 

adverse impacts at this receptor. 

Tagdown Barn is located approximately 350 m from the northwestern boundary of the 

central area. A similar stand-off of 62.9 m from the façade to the bund and 94 m from the 

façade to the extraction area has been proposed to minimise adverse impacts at this 

property from the approved western extension. 

From the 2019 Dust and Air Quality Assessment for the western extension, it is understood 

that The Vale of White Horse District Council have granted conditional planning permission 

to convert the existing barn and associated buildings at Tagdown Barn into residential 

dwellings. Tagdown Barn is therefore considered to be a residential receptor as it will likely 

be occupied in the future. 

The nearest receptors to the eastern extraction area are Woodlands Farm, approximately 

150 m to the east. Woodlands Farm is well screened by thick vegetation. Manorhouse Farm 

and Greblands are located approximately 340 m and 380 m respectively southeast of the 

eastern working area, just off Sandy Lane.  

There are numerous dwellings in Hatford Village along the B4508 though these receptors 

are over 500 m from the southeastern site boundary.  

The nearest Site of Specific Scientific Interest (SSSI) is Buckland Warren, approximately 

700 m to the northeast. There are no other local or national ecological designations within 

1 km from the site. 

The principal dust receptors in the vicinity of Hatford Quarry are set out below in Table 2.1, 

together with the minimum distance (in metres) to the planned working areas, the principal 

direction (or directions) to the receptors from the planned working area and the sensitivity 

of the receptor. The distances and angles are based on the proposed infilling of the central 

and eastern areas and do not take into account the recently approved western extension. 

Table 2.1: Principal dust receptor locations, Hatford Quarry 

Receptor Dust source location 
Minimum 

distance (m) 

Direction/s to 
dust source 

(degrees) 
Sensitivity 

The Hideaway Western area 98* 075-285 High 

Tagdown Barn Western area 94** 045-195 High 

The Hideaway Central area 120 105-195 High 
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Receptor Dust source location 
Minimum 

distance (m) 

Direction/s to 
dust source 

(degrees) 
Sensitivity 

Tagdown Barn Central area 350 075-135 High 

Woodlands 
Farm 

Eastern area 150 255-345 High 

Manorhouse 
Farm 

Eastern area 340 285-345 High 

Greblands Eastern area 380 285-345 High 

*67.3 m from façade to bund and 97.5 m from façade to extraction area 

**62.9 m from façade to bund and 94 m from façade to extraction area 

The distances shown in Table 2.1 are the minimum between each potential receptor and 

the closest stage of site operations and thus can be considered to represent a ‘worst case’ 

evaluation.  
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3 Dust and air quality impacts 

3.1 Summary 

The impacts on dust disamenity and AQOs from the proposed importation of inert waste for 

use to infill the eastern excavation areas of Hatford Quarry were considered in the Dust and 

Air Quality Technical Note5 to  submitted with the planning application.  

Following a review of historic dust and PM10/PM2.5 monitoring and proposed operations, it 

was concluded that providing the operator continues to use appropriate mitigation 

measures, the proposed importation of inert waste and infilling can be carried out without 

causing adverse impacts to local air quality or dust disamenity. 

Hatford Quarry has been in operation since 1991 and it is understood HQL haven’t received 

any complaints related to dust or air quality during this time. The Dust and Air Quality 

Assessment6 for the recently approved western extension also concluded the extension 

could be operated in a manner unlikely to cause adverse air quality or dust impacts in its 

vicinity. This was supported by an Addendum7 which reviewed data from a short-term dust 

and PM10/PM2.5 monitoring study carried out at The Hideaway and Tagdown Barn; the 

receptors closest to the western extension area are most at risk to experiencing adverse 

impacts. 

Given the recent Dust and Air Quality Assessment for the western extension and the Dust 

and Air Quality Technical Note for infilling the eastern area both concluded dust and air 

quality impacts are not anticipated to be Significant, impact from infilling and restoring the 

central working area are also anticipated to be Not Significant, particularly as the central 

area is further away from receptors than the other working areas and no dust complaints 

have been received.  

This DEMP has therefore considered the results from previous Dust and Air Quality 

Assessment for Hatford Quarry as well as historical monitoring. Although the Dust and Air 

Quality Technical Note concluded impacts from importing inert waste and infilling are 

anticipated to be Not Significant, HQL should still apply appropriate control measures.  

 
5 ZELHAT_Dust and Air Quality Technical Note (05/02/21) 
6 ZELHAT_DAQA_Final (25/06/19) 
7 ZELHAT_AQA_ Addendum_Final (30/01/20) 
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4 Dust management 

Standard good practice on dust control is set out in various publications, including PGN 

3/08(12)8 which sets out at Section 4 a summary of best available techniques for dust 

control at minerals sites. In accordance with good practice guidance, potentially 

unacceptable dust emissions from minerals sites can be addressed through a dust 

management plan9. 

4.1 General requirements 

Unacceptable dust emissions can be mitigated by ensuring that routine checks of plant and 

machinery are carried out and that regular staff training is provided.  

All activities with the potential to cause either airborne or wind-blown dust emissions should 

be monitored appropriately. This should include a visual assessment of any potential 

impacts at downwind receptors. 

Should visible dust be generated, the source/s of the dust will be identified, and the 

necessary corrective action should be taken. Each event, its cause and the action taken 

should be recorded in the site logbook. 

If necessary, to avoid disamenity impacts at off-site receptors, site operations causing 

visible dust emissions across the site boundary towards a sensitive receptor should be 

reduced or suspended until the emissions can be controlled. 

Site personnel will be empowered to take appropriate action whenever visible dust 

emissions are observed, or appear likely to occur, as a result of any operation or process 

on the site. 

4.2 Weather conditions 

Weather conditions can have a significant effect on the potential for dust propagation from 

a minerals site. Wind speed (and direction) and precipitation are of particular importance 

and dust can be carried from a source towards receptors (such as nearby homes and other 

businesses) according to the strength and direction of wind.  

Precipitation is recognised to suppress dust and 0.2 mm of antecedent rainfall is considered 

sufficient to suppress windblown dust for a number of hours. 

A trigger system will be adopted to identify those weather conditions when there is an 

increased or high risk of wind-blown dust. Suggested weather trigger levels are detailed in 

Table 4.1. 

 

 
8 Process Guidance Note (PGN) 3/08 (12) Statutory guidance for quarry processes (Defra, 2012) 
9 AEA Technology, 2011: Good practice guide: control and measurement of nuisance dust and PM10 from the extractive 
industries 
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Table 4.1: Weather conditions and corresponding dust ‘risk’ conditions 

Wind speed Precipitation 

m/s Beaufort Scale Dry Showers Heavy Rain 

> 6 
4+  

Dust and loose paper raised. Small 
branches begin to move. 

Red Amber Green 

2 – 6 
2 – 3 

Wind felt on exposed skin. Leaves 
rustle. Wind vanes begin to move. 

Amber Green Green 

< 2 

0 – 1 
Smoke drift indicates wind direction. 

Leaves and wind vanes are 
stationary. 

Green Green Green 

Interpretation of the weather trigger levels will be on the basis of: 

• Red: All exposed areas of loose bare ground and stockpiles should be inspected 

and treated as necessary; 

• Amber: Loose bare ground and stockpiles within 100 m of the site boundary 

should be inspected and treated as necessary, and 

• Green: no action necessary. 

As an overriding requirement, during dry windy weather, i.e. ‘red’ conditions as defined in 

Table 4.1, if any operations are identified as causing or likely to cause visible emissions 

across the site boundaries, or if abnormal emissions are observed within the site, the Site 

Manager will immediately modify, reduce or suspend those operations until either effective 

remedial actions can be taken or the weather conditions giving rise to the emissions have 

moderated.  

A wind rose for Brize-Norton (the nearest available reporting station to Hatford Quarry with 

sufficient data), approximately 12.5 km north of the site for ‘dry’ hours10 winds (for 2012 – 

2016) is presented at Figure 4.1. The data were used in the 2019 Dust and Air Quality 

Assessment for assessing potential dust impacts from the western extension. The wind rose 

shows the predominant wind direction for the area is from the southwest. Whilst there are 

no receptors to the northeast of the quarry, Woodlands Farm is approximately east of the 

eastern working area and is therefore more at risk to dust nuisance impacts when there are 

winds from the west.  

Additional precaution should therefore be taken when infilling the eastern area of Hatford 

Quarry near the boundary when winds are travelling from the west. 

 
10 ‘Dry’ hours are those with less than 0.2 mm liquid equivalent precipitation and are associated with an increased risk of 
dust propagation. 
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Figure 4.1: 5-year average wind rose, Brize-Norton 2012 – 2016 

4.3 Process controls 

As summarised in Section 3.1, the site can be operated in a manner unlikely to impact dust 

disamenity and local air quality providing appropriate control measures are implemented. 

Specific control measures for the dust sources identified in Section 2.3 that could be 

associated with the proposed importation of inert waste and infilling are set out below. The 

table in Appendix B: Process Controls, sets out the source, pathway, receptors, potential 

impact and controls for all onsite processes recognised as having the potential to generate 

dust at Hatford Quarry. 

4.3.1 Mobile plant movement (both on-site and off-site movements) 

The greatest risk of dust from mineral workings is often considered to be associated with 

site traffic and there is a high risk of dust emissions from transport on unpaved roads unless 

appropriate mitigation measures are applied. 

As a general rule, mobile plant with upward or sideways exhausts will be used and all site 

haulage will keep to designated haul routes. 

Vehicles entering and leaving the site will be sheeted and vehicles leaving the site will be 

checked for loose deposits before joining Fernham Road. Any spillages will be cleared as 

quickly as possible by appropriate means to prevent unnecessary track-out onto the public 

highway. 
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A water bowser will be used for damping down roads around the quarry. Unmade access 

roads will be kept in good repair and vehicle speed limits will be determined by the Site 

Manager according to the site and weather conditions pertaining at the time. 

A powered road sweeper should be available to ensure that any track-out onto Fernham 

Road is cleared immediately and dust from HGV traffic from the access road is kept to a 

minimum. 

4.3.2 Handling (including tipping) imported inert waste 

The risk of airborne dust propagation emissions from imported inert waste for infilling will 

depend on the type and nature of the material. HGVs transporting inert waste to site will be 

covered whilst using the public highway and site access road. 

Visible dust emissions from tipping will generally be short-lived but tipping should be 

avoided near the site boundary closest to off-site receptors. Dry, friable material will be 

wetted down prior to tipping in dry, windy conditions. Drop heights at any transfer points will 

be minimised. 

Additional control measures, such as the use of water sprays or wetting down with a water 

bowser, will be considered for imported material where there is a risk of wind-blow across 

the site boundary towards off-site receptors.  

4.3.3 Soil, imported inert waste and onsite waste reinstatement 

There is the potential for high levels of airborne and wind-blown dust propagation during 

reinstatement. 

Unacceptable dust emissions from reinstatement can be controlled be minimising working 

with soil, inert waste and quarry waste in very dry, windy conditions, by reducing drop 

heights at transfer points and controlling vehicle speeds. Extra precaution should be taken 

working near the site boundary, particularly the northeastern boundary of the eastern 

working area near Woodlands Farm. 

Additional control measures, such as the use of water sprays or wetting down with a water 

bowser, will be considered where there is a risk of wind-blow across the site boundary 

towards off-site receptors. Operations will be suspended if visible dust emissions being 

carried towards off-site receptors cannot be controlled. 

4.3.4 Wind scouring of exposed surfaces 

Dust emissions from exposed surfaces will be minimised during operating hours by wetting 

down surfaces with a water bowser as necessary, especially in periods of dry, windy 

weather. This will also be undertaken at the end of the working day if dry windy conditions 

are expected, to reduce the potential for dust emissions outside of operating hours. 

Where practicable, stockpiles of soil, imported inert waste or quarry waste will be managed 

to maintain a smooth profile to minimise the spreading of loose materials and will be 

disturbed as little as possible to encourage the formation and stabilisation of a surface crust. 
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It may also be necessary to wet down stockpiled materials to reduce the risk of wind-blow 

from exposed surfaces. 

4.3.5 Other general controls 

General matters and the management of the site can affect the likelihood of significant dust 

emissions. These include: 

• The use of clean water for dust suppression to avoid re-circulating fine material; 

• High standards of house-keeping to minimise track-out and wind-blown dust; and 

• Effective staff training in respect of the causes and prevention of dust. 

The water supply to any dust suppression installations will be protected against frost to 

ensure its availability at all times. 

4.4 Maintenance 

Effective control of airborne dust emissions requires the maintenance and proper operation 

of all plant and equipment, including fixed and mobile dust extraction and suppression 

equipment. 

A programme of planned maintenance should be carried out on all plant and equipment in 

accordance with the manufacturers’ recommendations to ensure that it operates at optimum 

efficiency. Stocks of essential spares and consumable items should be held at the site or 

kept readily available for use at short notice. 

Any malfunction or breakdown leading to abnormal emissions should be dealt with promptly 

and operations should be modified or suspended until normal working can be restored. All 

such malfunctions and the actions taken should be recorded in the site logbook. 

4.5 Site management 

The Site Manager should exercise, either personally or by delegation to suitably trained and 

responsible staff, day-to-day control of the site. They will be responsible for the satisfactory 

working of the whole site and for ensuring full compliance with the dust management and 

monitoring plan. 

Staff at all levels should receive the necessary training and instruction in their duties relating 

to all operations and the potential sources of dust emissions. Particular emphasis should 

be given to plant and equipment malfunctions and abnormal conditions. 

The Site Manager should ensure that customers and suppliers are aware of the need to 

comply with the provisions of this plan so far as they are relevant to their activities on site. 

Specifically, an information sheet summarising the requirements in respect of road transport 

should be handed to drivers employed by external haulers. The drivers should be asked to 

sign for the sheet, acknowledging that they have read and understood the requirements. 

Any member of staff who fails to comply with the provisions of the dust management and 

monitoring plan should be re-trained as necessary and may also be subject to disciplinary 
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action. External haulers failing to observe the requirements in respect of vehicle operations 

should be asked to leave the site. 
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5 Monitoring 

As set out in the Dust and Air Quality Technical Note, the impacts on dust disamenity and 

local air quality from the proposed importation of inert waste and associated infilling of the 

eastern and central areas of Hatford Quarry are anticipated to be Negligible. Additional dust 

monitoring and PM10/PM2.5 monitoring has therefore been scoped out of this DEMP. Dust 

emissions at Hatford Quarry will be monitored routinely by visual means. 

Following the baseline dust monitoring carried out in 2019 near The Hideaway and 

Tagdown Barn, the Dust Management Plan prepared for submissions with the recently 

approved planning proposal for the western extension including additional dust nuisance 

monitoring at these locations. Details of this monitoring have been included below, however 

it should be noted this monitoring is only applicable to the western extension area. 

5.1 Visual 

All activities with the potential to cause either airborne or wind-blown dust emissions will be 

monitored appropriately. This should include a visual assessment of any potential impacts 

at downwind receptors, particularly when working close to the site boundary and/or in dry, 

windy conditions.  

A daily site inspection will be carried out by the Site Manager (or other suitably qualified 

person). The current weather conditions will be recorded and the Site Manager will 

determine the appropriate control measures to deploy to reduce dust emissions.  

Should visible dust be generated, the source/s of the dust should be identified, and the 

necessary corrective action should be taken. Each event, its cause and the action taken 

should be recorded in the site logbook. 

5.2 Dust monitoring 

As stated above, additional dust monitoring for the proposed importation of inert waste and 

associated backfilling of the eastern and central areas of Hatford Quarry has been scoped 

out given the impacts are anticipated to be Negligible.  

As set out in the Dust Management Plan that was produced for submission with the planning 

application for the recently approved western extension, dust monitoring will be undertaken 

near The Hideaway and Tagdown Barn, initially during soil stripping operations and when 

mineral. The monitoring locations will be those used in the baseline study as shown in 

Figure C.1 in Appendix C.  

The purpose of this monitoring is to evaluate the direction and quantity of dust flux towards 

off-site receptor locations. 

Environment Agency Technical Guidance Note M17 sets out custom-and-practice criteria 

for dust disamenity which have been developed based on the mass of dust or dust soiling, 

coverage or loss of reflectance. These criteria are used in this management plan. 

5.2.1 Methodology 
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Monitoring will be undertaken using the same method and locations as used in the 2019 

baseline study. The dust samples will be collected at fortnightly or weekly intervals by 

DustScanAQ for processing. 

Directional dust will be monitored using DustScan (sticky pad) directional dust samplers. 

Being cylindrical, the samplers collect dust from 360° around the sampling head and, as set 

out below, the data are reported in discrete 15° intervals (i.e. 0 – 15°, 15 – 30° and so on).  

Dust settlement will be monitored using DustScan DustDisc samplers. This sticky pad 

deposited dust monitor collects dust falling out of the air and depositing onto a horizontal 

surface. 

The samplers were installed in accordance with best practice guidance (including M17) and 

the supplier’s instructions and are located away from nearby obstructions to ensure a clear 

air flow to the monitoring head. 

Both directional and deposited dust samples are analysed for dust coverage (AAC) and 

dust soiling (EAC) which are typically expressed as % AAC and % EAC, both per sampling 

interval and per day. The potential risk of annoyance through directional dust and dust 

settlement at each sampling location can be assessed in accordance with the ‘risk’ matrices 

in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 respectively. To ensure that a reliable dust ‘risk’ is calculated, 

sample monitoring periods should not exceed two weeks. 

Table 5.1: Directional dust annoyance ‘risk’ matrix for use with directional dust samplers 

 

AAC: Dust coverage 

Level 0: 
<80%/interval 

Level 1: 
80 to 

<95%/interval 

Level 2: 
95 to 

<99%/interval 

Level 3: 
99 to 

100%/interval 

Level 4: 
100% over 
45°/interval 

E
A

C
: 
D

u
s
t 

s
o

il
in

g
 

Level 0: 
<0.5%/day 

Very Low Very Low Very Low Low Medium 

Level 1: 
0.5 to 

<0.7%/day 
Low Low Low Medium High 

Level 2: 
0.7 to 

<2.0%/day 
Medium Medium Medium High High 

Level 3: 
2.0 to 

<5.0%/day 
High High High High Very High 

Level 4: 
≥5%/day 

Very High Very High Very High Very High Very High 
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Table 5.2: Deposited dust annoyance ‘risk’ matrix for use with DustDisc samplers 

 

AAC: Dust coverage 

Level 0: 
<80%/interval 

Level 1: 
80 to 

<95%/interval 

Level 2: 
95 to 

<99%/interval 

Level 3: 
99 to 

<100%/interval 

Level 4: 
100%/interval 

E
A

C
: 
D

u
s
t 

s
o

il
in

g
 

Level 0: 
<0.5%/day 

Very Low Very Low Very Low Low Medium 

Level 1: 
0.5 to 

<0.7%/day 
Low Low Low Medium High 

Level 2: 
0.7 to 

<2.0%/day 
Medium Medium Medium High High 

Level 3: 
2.0 to 

<5.0%/day 
High High High High Very High 

Level 4: 
≥5%/day 

Very High Very High Very High Very High Very High 

5.3 PM10/PM2.5 monitoring 

As summarised in the Dust and Air Quality Technical Note PM10 and PM2.5 monitoring was 

previously carried out near The Hideaway and Tagdown Barn in 2019. From the results of 

the monitoring, it was concluded that impacts on PM10 and PM2.5 AQOs and target values 

from both existing operations and the proposed inert infilling will be Negligible. Monitoring 

fine particulate matter is therefore not considered to be necessary however if the AQOs for 

PM10 or PM2.5 are updated in the future, the DEMP shall be revised appropriately and the 

requirement for fine particulate monitoring will be reconsidered. 

5.4 Response 

The results of the dust monitoring programme for the western extension will be used to 

evaluate site dust control at Hatford Quarry.  

As set out below, results of this dust monitoring programme will be reported to the relevant 

Minerals Planning Authority (MPA) and Local Authority (Vale of White Horse District 

Council, VWHDC), as requested, and the dust monitoring data will be reviewed in relation 

to any relevant community response or complaint records. 

A record will be kept of the findings and of any actions which are subsequently taken. 

The suitability of the dust monitoring regime will be reviewed over time. If results are 

consistently and sufficiently low, the frequency of monitoring will be reduced or stopped. 

Any potential revision to the dust sampling locations, methods or trigger levels will be 

discussed with the MPA before implementation. 
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6 Emergency response 

An emergency response procedure, to be followed in the event of a major dust emission, 

will be kept at the site office.  

For the purposes of emergency response, major dust emissions will be defined as including: 

• visible dust crossing the site boundaries;  

• persistent fugitive dust from mineral excavation; 

• persistent fugitive dust from mineral handling and processing; 

• persistent fugitive dust when loading or tipping soils, minerals or inert waste; 

• persistent fugitive dust from handling and reinstatement of inert waste and soils; 

• persistent fugitive dust from transport or plant movements; and 

• persistent wind-blown dust. 

The contact details of key personnel and organisations will be listed in the procedure. 

7 Complaints 

All complaints regarding dust emissions will be recorded and reported to the Site Manager, 

who will investigate the circumstances and ensure that the necessary corrective measures 

are taken. 

In the event of a complaint from a member of the public regarding dust emissions from the 

site, a record will be kept and made available to the MPA and VWHDC and the EA as 

required. 

All complaints will be investigated as soon as possible, and the complainant kept informed 

throughout the investigation. All complaints should be logged in the format described in 

Appendix A. The MPA should be kept informed of the results of any subsequent 

investigation. 

In the event of any dust complaint substantiated after consultation MPA, the effectiveness 

of the DEMP will be reviewed and updated as required. 

8 Review and update 

The continuing effectiveness of this DEMP should be reviewed annually. The reviews will 

take into account the compliance records, complaints history, monitoring records and any 

recent sensitive developments on neighbouring land. 

Reviews of the DEMP will also be undertaken in the event of: 

• Changes to the AQO for PM10 and/or PM2.5; 

• Dust complaints from nearby residents;  
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• Significant changes to site operations; or 

• Introduction of new receptors within close proximity to the site. 

The DEMP will be amended as necessary, including any implementation of any additional 

dust or PM10 monitoring equipment and changes to control measures. 

DustScanAQ 

May 2021 
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Appendix A: Proposed complaints log format, Hatford Quarry 

Customer Details 

Name   

Address  
 
 

Postcode   

 
 
 
 

Contact Details   

Tel   

Email   

Date   

Complaint Ref No.   

Complaint Details   
 
 
 
 

Investigation Details 

Investigation carried out by    

Position    

Date & time investigation carried out   

Weather conditions    

Wind direction and speed    

Investigation findings    
 
 
 

Feedback given to Environment 
Agency and/or local authority   

 

Date feedback given   

Feedback given to public    

Date feedback given   

Review and Improve 

Improvements needed to  
prevent a reoccurrence  

 
 
 
 

Proposed date for completion of the 
improvements  

 

Actual date for completion    

If different insert reason for delay    

DMP update required?    

Date of DMP update    

Closure 

Site manager review date  

Site manager signature to confirm no further action required  
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Appendix B: Process controls 
Source Pathway Receptors Potential Impact Controls 

Unloading, tipping and 
handling imported 
materials from HGV tipper 
trucks  
 
 
 

Windblown dust and 
suspension from tipping 
and handling dry 
materials 
 
 

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

Inspect all loads before tipping. Wet 
down freshly tipped loads of dry and 
friable material in dry, windy weather 
conditions. Suspend tipping of dry and 
friable material if visible dust emissions 
appear high. 

Discharge points 
 
 

Windblown dust from 
conveyors, transfer points 
and discharge points 

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

Keep discharge points as low as 
reasonably practicable. When 
required, transfer points should be 
enclosed with wind whipping boards. 

Material handling and 
loading  
 
 
 
 

Windblown dust: depends 
on material handled  

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

Keep drop heights to as low as 
possible. Suspend handling of dry and 
friable material if visible dust emissions 
appear high. 

Soil stripping Windblown dust and 
suspension of material 
from excavating soil  

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

Minimise working of soils in very dry, 
windy conditions. Additional control 
measures, such as the use of water 
sprays or should be considered where 
there is a risk of wind-blow across the 
site boundary towards off-site 
receptors. 
 

Construction of soil bunds Windblown dust from 
exposed surfaces and 
handling dry materials 

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

Soil storage bunds will be stabilised by 
seeding and maintained appropriately. 

Mineral extraction Windblown dust and 
suspension of material 
from mineral extraction 

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

Minimise working very dry material in 
windy conditions. Water suppression, 
such as water sprays, should be used 
if there is a risk of visible dust 
emissions.  
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Source Pathway Receptors Potential Impact Controls 

Wind scouring of exposed 
surfaces 
 
 
 
 

Windblown dust from 
exposed ground and 
surfaces 

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

Site access road is surfaced with 
concrete: ensure any damage is 
promptly repaired. A water bowser 
shall be used to dampen down internal 
haul routes in dry, windy conditions 

Wind scouring of 
stockpiles  
 
 
 
 
 

Windblown dust from dry, 
unconsolidated material 

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

Keep stockpiles consolidated and clear 
up any loose material. Wet down 
stockpiles of dry material if visible dust 
emissions appear high. 

Onsite vehicle 
movements 

Resuspension of dust on 
internal haul routes from 
mobile plant movements 

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

Mobile plant with upward or sideways 
exhausts will be used and all site 
haulage will keep to designated haul 
routes. 
A water bowser shall be used for 
damping down roads around the 
quarry. Unmade roads will be kept in 
good repair. Vehicle speed limits 
determined by the Site Manager will be 
enforced. Speed limits may according 
to the site and weather conditions 
pertaining at the time. 
 

HGVs (1) Loose deposits from 
inadequately cleaned 
vehicles 

Local residents 
and other road 
users 

Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

All departing HGVs should be 
inspected for loose deposits and if 
necessary cleaned before leaving the 
site and joining Fernham Road; 

HGVs (2) Wind-blown dust from un-
sheeted loads 

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

 

All departing HGVs must be sheeted 

HGVs (3) Track-out onto Fernham 
Road 

Local residents Dust soiling and possible 
complaints from local 
residents 

All spillages at the site entrance or 
along the site access road must be 
cleared as quickly as possible. Spill 
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Source Pathway Receptors Potential Impact Controls 

 kits will be made available on site for 
immediate use in this situation. A road-
sweeper should be made available to 
remove track-out onto Fernham Road 
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Appendix C: Site maps 

 

Figure C.1: Site boundary and receptor locations   
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Figure C.2: Dust monitoring locations for the western extension area 
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